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PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. FEBRUARY 6. 1907..

FREIGHT RATES
UNDER THE GLASS
Commercial Club Will Look
After Vity's Interests
Expert Will Be Employed to Ascertain Whether Paducah Is Discriminated Against.

MEETING OF NEW DIRECTORS.

At a regular meeting of the directors of the Commercial club last
night a resolution was passed
to
have a field day for the building up
of the club's membership, and
Messrs. Jacob Wallersteln, W. P.
Hummel and Roy L. Culley were appointed to confer with the retail
merchants tonight in regard to this
work.
Mr. Saunders A. Fowler was selected by President Rhodes to be a
member of toe lakes to the gulf
deep waterway permanent association, representing the Paducah Commercial club.
Messrs. S. A. Fowler, Joseph Desberger and W. P. Hummel, appointed
a
special
committee
to prepare suitable resolutions of
thanks to the retiring president, Mr.
Joseph L. Friedman, brought in
their report which was unanimously
adoitect, and ex-President Friedman
In response to the resolutions, delivered a feeling and forceful address, expressing his appreciation.
and making wise suggestions to the
management of the club's affairs in
the future.

BOSTON FIRE.
Boston, Feb. 0.—Fire which
raged five boons early this
morning through a block of tenements in Roxbury killed one
man, injured IS persons and
left 150 homeless and destitute
besides causing a loss estimated
at $150,000. The blaze was started by a hot air explosion in department store.
RUSH MARINE WORK.
San Francisco, Feb. 13.—Rash
orders were received for work
on several . ew
war craft at
Mare Island. Included In the instructions were Orders that a
sub-marine grampus be made
ready for commission as rapidly
as possible.
FRISCO RIGHT,
Washington, Feb. 6.—A letter
strongly defending the attitude
of California in the dispute with
Japan was written to Representative McCall, of Massachusetts
by Richard Olney, secretary of
state, under
Cleveland.
He
holds the police powers state,
Including the right to regulate
the school system, cannot he Interfered with by the national
government. He says Japan Is
wholly the cause for ,complaint
against California.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

DELMAS CONDUCTS
THAW'S DEFENSE

WATCHMAN FIRES
AND DISAPPEARS

Counsel Engage ip Squabble
During Recess
Old

Shoots Negro Boy in Left Side
With Revolver

Stage Doorkeeper Tells
of
White's Threat Aganou Thaw
at Theater.

JEROME

INFORMED

leseit on Joe Fowler at Elizabeth.
town, Ill., Yesterday—Shooter
-Estnpes.

HIMSELF
BOY

IN

HOSPITAL RECOVERS

New York, Feb. 6.—Following a
council of attorneys for Harry Thaw,
previous to the opening of court
this morning it was announced that
throughout the rest of the 'nearing
Delphin Delmas will be in charge, assisted by Attorney O'Reilly. Attorneys Gleason, Harlodge, Melnke and
Peabody will act in an advisory capacity. District Attorney Jerome opened the proceedings with a long exposition on his objection to introducing certain testimony admitted
yesterday and the question insanity
tests.

Felea.rd hernske 2.S
years old,
night deck watchman on uhe steamer
Joe Fowler, shot and
seriousiy
wounded Frank Bartlett a 24-yearold negro "Texas tender" on -the boat
Tuesday morning at X o'clock at Filiza.botartown, ill., and left the boat before Podgier& wue •riasteped. The
wounded negro was brought to Paducah -at 3 o'ollook yesterday afternoon,
'ewed in care of -Marine Surgeon
Frank Biord and, taken to Riverside
hospital, where his wound
was
dressed.
Officers on the boat talked little of
Counsel in Squabble.
Chu :cheating, feigning ignorance. Gee
TRAFFIC STOPPED.
New York, Feb. 6.—Scarcely had
eye witness was wilting to
eTiTRT(IT ATTORNEY JEROME MID TWO
talk and
Chicago, Feb. 6.—Railroad
OF HARRY H. THAWS SIX LAWYERS.
court adjourned yesterday when there
seated that heznski :4111of leicarree Bart
travel west Is badly hampered by
was a conference of the counsel for
lett started to hurl a. plate -at him.
the severe storm which prevailed
Harry K. Thaw and It became known
"We were at Ellizabethtown,," he
48 hours over the northwest.
that certain attorneys were not well
said, "and- Leaneki was exiting breakThe traindue from California
pleased with the day's developments
fast in the cabin. Bartlett was loiterthis morning will not reach OutsDeletsine M. Dolmas upon leaving the
ing about the table, and the two got
h unt11 -7 o'clock this evening.
court room declared flatly that• he
into an argument, Bartlett became
being circulated, and that communiwas dissatisfied, with the proceedings
impudent and pkking up a pilule
GET AMMUNITION.
ty is worked up to a high stage of
and intimated that he was surprised
started to hurl it at Lenzski's head,
Victoria, B. C., Feb. 6.— A
that the conduct of the defense for Since Mechanicsburg Was Ta- excitement, The move started with
but the watchman was too quick.
Chinese newspaper received here
the decision of the Hovekamp board
the day had been intrusted to John
Rising to lais feet, he pulled his
Men
Anticipat
Pissays that five million rounds of
e
No
Trouble
ken
Into City Tyler Build- of trustees to' build a new 21,000
in tol and shot once,
R. Gleason rather than to himself.
the tell entering
ammunition were imported into
Dr. Wiley, the Pittsburg physician
ing Has Been Overcrowded-- school. The Hovecamp and Tyler dis- Coming to Agreement With the left side just below the heart.
China from Japan by the RevoThe directoas decided to employ
tricts are divided by the railroad.
wto testified for the defense and was .
Bartlett flopped &round and fell.
lution party.
an expert freight rate clerk, to inRailroad Concerning Wages and
Change Necessary
Tyler being nearer the city, and forso abarply cross examined by Jerome,
heznsiti left the boat before Packmah
vestigate freight rites and
find
merly a large portion of ita school
should not have been put upon the
was retested:and I do not know where
For This Year
whether or not the city is being disGRAIN MARKET.
stand yesterday, Delman said. and
population attended the old school
he is."
criminated against. In view of havCincinnati, Feb. 6.— Wheat.
perettes Would not have been put FACTIONS AR EVENLY DIVIDED. house In Mechanicsburg. The extendThe butiet struck a rib and glanced
ing the discriminations corrected.
78; cone 47 1-2: oats, 42.
log of the city limits, and the buildupon the stand at all.
to
the *de, Coming out at the bate.
MEETING HELD AT MEMPHIS.
It was decided by the directors to
ing of the
Or, Boyd stated that the negro will
new McKinley school
"I executed to conduct the cease,"
resume open meetings, of the club,
threw the suburb on Its own
Deities added. "I was surpriesd that
recover.
reA hot faet1oI fight over the sources
&ad'the first open meeting will be
Gleason should have done it."
and the present schoolhouse
Legnski -dyes art Rairicktre and In
betiding
arranged for the latter part of this
of -a ea* wheel house hi has been
Tuesday, February 12, is the date wed known- The negro is from Inft had been rumored in tee court
outgrown.
Tyler, a southern suburb of Paducah,
month.
room that Thaw wire Pleaqed with
If the town is incorporated it will set for the annual meeting of the d•lanapolis, and had not been on tee
Important matters in regard to imGleasson's address to -the jury Mon. Is being waged and it may serve to take school management out of .the joint protective board of the Broth- boat long. It is presumed the watiohhasten the incorporation of Tyler.
migration and taxation were considday and that he directed that Gleason
hands of the rural district trustee; erhood of Railway Carmen of the II- man wilt) surrender himself to HerThe-forces seem about ego/iffy -Meld
ered and referred to proper commitshould take charge at the ease.
and Mb 14 *hat one faetlem desires trots Central mil-road, at Memphis, ein county -officers-. elt-le -thought he
ed.
tees.
to do, but even if incorporated into Tenn., and 18 members are expected went to his home at Roslc:are, a. few
Counsel Threatens Withdrawal.
One element wants a new school
A number of communications were Body of Fire Victim at Maya township a new school will have to to be in attendance. Paducah will be miles below the scene of the shooting.
Therw's
attorneye
were
closebed
house, the present one being inadereceived from various sources, by
This afternoon I)r. Frank Boyd
built, and a tax necessarily im- represented by Mr. Quince), Wallace,
field Lies in Morgue But the wee into the evening and when tlhe quate, while there is a strong oppo- be
different concerns wanting locations,
secretary of tke board.
posed.
announced th-at Bart/ette condition
conference
broke
up
nothing
definite
all of which received careful attenMystery Deepens Rather as to whet transpired was made pub- sition to the imposition of taxes nec- Tyler is located on the Beaton The principal business before the Ii gradvally growen,g more serious as
essary to build it. Petitions for and
tion of the officers of the club.
road and its population is about GOO hoard is a discussion of the wage indications point toward pneumonia.
:lc.
against the new school house are as
Than Clears Away
The committees appointed to prea rural district.
wale. Every winter the committee
It was said however, that at the
pare a resolution of thanks to the remeets and outlines a scale to be preconference live of the defendant's
tiring president Mr. Joiseph L.FriedFIX WINDOWS? NO! BUY FURS. MAYOR
sented
in the spring to higher offiYEISER IS ILL
man, reported the following:
BELIEF IN MURDER THEORY. ()counsel informed Gleason that uncials of the railroad. The desire genGOES
ROME
FROM
OFFICE.
less
he desieted from conducting
Resolved. That, the directors of
Mayor Yeiser, who has been suf- erally is a uniform scale, and much
Thaw'. case individuelly and trres- Cincinnati Givell Vier Mayor aothes
the Paducah Commercial club desire
fering
The
Rather
with a Large boil on his side, progress was made last year.
Than
Repair
City
Hall.
peottve
of
their
to express their appreciation of the
wishes, they would
which
has prevented
Mayfield,
his sleeping excellent work of the brotherhood
Ky.,
Feb. 6.—(8pecriae.) withdraw from the court room at the
valued services of the retiring preshas encouraged officials to grant the
antennae, Feb. G.— While wintry several nights, was compelled to
ident, Mr. Joseph L. Friedsnan, for —No progress has been made in the opening of the session- this morning
eels
Caraten every possible concession,
leave
'his
last
-morning
office
hours
this
24
learning
in
and
identity
the
go
and server all conneetion with the winds wthistled through broken win'his faithfulness to the club, his unCioverport, Ky., Feb. C.— Sufferand no trouble is expected this year
dow panes in the big council cham- home. He has been 114 from the eftiring devotion to the cause, his ef- Of the man burned up In the Parker Dille.
ing
from a fuel famine citizens headfects of it several days, but has been in improving the scale.
forts in the upbuilding of our city boarding house fire, or the cause of
Gleason insisted, woording to the ber of the city this afternoon Vice
ed by toe mayor and marshal, held
able to attend to hie duties.
Last year the scale adopted afand his influence for the good and the fire. Belief -that it is a case of author of the report that he had not Mayer Frank L. Pfaff, the presiding
up a train and compelled the crew
fected many Paducah ear repairers,
welfare of the community That dur- mu rider is settling down to a fixed usurped the position of the senior (Meer, kept on h:s overcoat and walkto uncouple three cars loaded with
but. it is still not in the form deal!,
ing his tenure of office, he was al- certainty, but DO motive for the counsel, but had takes) the initiative ed back and forth on the platform WAS CREATED A COUNT
coal,. intended for the company's
Machinists, boilermakers and
BY LATE POPE LEO XIII. ed.
ways found with his shoulder to the crime and no clew to the perpetrator In the proceedings at the 'request of In order to keep from being chilled to
its.'. The railroad finally agreed to
Omaha, Feb. G.—John A. Creigh- blacksmiths get a fixed scale the furnish coal to
wheel, in the efforts of the club to- seem to have been diaeovered. No In- Thaw himself, under Mime guidance the bone.
the city.
ton, 75 years old, died today. He was system over, and this is what the
wards the building up of a Greater quest has been held and the body is he underetood all the coun•el were
Councilman W.
Byrtle promnUY
Carmen
still
want
on exhibition. The coroner acU ng.
Paducah. In the discharge of his dumet the seeming emergency by offer- created "Count" by Pope Leo XIII.
DISEASE FROM
%IP.
for "great benefactions." He gave
With the cooling of spring all orties he was kind and courteous, and. beees to have it identified as the first
When Gleason hsersi the ultimatum ing a resolution authorizing the board
toward
step
unistveene the mystery
five millions for charitable and edu- ganizations are preparing to frame Board of Health iniestigatin
In he leaving the office of president
g the
of his fellow counsellors repeated, he of puteic service to buy the vice maynew scales. The machinists, boilercational purposes.
of this club, we extend to him our before it or buried. The cold weather deered again, it was stated
Conditime
or
a
.litroverooe
t,
cap
fur
and
ear.
,
the
that
design,
has
although
assisted
in this
makers, painters and blacksmitta
best wishes for his continued suc•
wishes of their client were partite muffs to wear Mille on duty or until
the body probably will be buried tOwill later take the matter up -and all
cess; and happiness.
TEN-TENA 5aOlume of disease whieli had
TNN,,
such
TEN
AT
time
as
the
window
ranee
of
the
mount
with
him
and
he 'suppd
Rewired. That, these resolutions; MOTTOW.
--- - council ebensber were Its condition to
- FIRE IMPARTMENT RUN. are sanguine of better scales be- -ber4eofore gone unnoticed- was cited
with the others.
be presented to him in person, and
Fite companies Noes 2 and 4 were cause of the general prosperity of to the niembera of the hoard of counwithstand the wintry blares The
Made but Little Prowls'''.
a copy spread upon the minutes of HOLD UP TRAIN TO GET COAL.
resolution was palmed umanimouser. called to 1'410 Tentless** street at the road. This wInter'for the fled cilmen Monday night by Court('d man
The trek of proving to the Jur,
the meeting and published in
100 o'clock this morning. A spark time in the memory of the- oldest em- John Nalhianreon, and the board of
the
Thaw
was insane-"Ignited a rug but no damage was ployes, Illinois Central shoyardid not health wilt see that the muse is repapers.. S. A. Fowler, Joe Desherger, Citizens of Oklahoma Town Take Fuel that Harry
WOMAN'S CLUR PLANS
through heredity and mental strain
From Tender of Engine.
W. P. Htunteel, committee;
done. Mrs. C. Shafer occupies the suffer a cut in force. This alone is moved.
et,
--when
shot
he
Stanford
killed
nod
--Indicative of Increased business.
house.
"Three cares of serious illeeases
With
Great
Meeting
Encouragem
ent
Guthrie, Okla., Feb. 6.—A
Mid- White, was taken up, but when reset
bare developed 1* children who play
I. C. OPIFICIALS HERE'
—Another Donation, •
adjourned It was the general opinion
about Wei mattreireets arid household
COLD WEATHER AFFECTS
INSPEreING CONDITION. land Valley freight train was held up
Whole Town Converted.
at Vomiter in the Osage notion last that hut little progress had been
1, C. PASSENGER TRAINS. goods dumped at Second and Monroe
Abingdon Ill., Feb. 6.—The four
The-Woman's club today received
The hnisning of the coal chute has night owl a party of determined men made
Meseta," Councilman WLU.ameon cloweeks' revival which just closed at
a
letter
from
A.
Einstein.
C.
of St.
Thaw's attorneys endeavored in
*ewe otteillithea to Padiesah, she yea- climbed into the tender and without
istered , "and I know the eiseases orige
Abingdon
practically
left
the
*hole
Cold weather is causing generae
lends, the son-In-law of Major M.
eterdlagt -•-geirty of litineee Centre: ceremony unloaded nearly see the vain To place before the jury evident*
ineted here. leihris ftom - /mews
Bloom, inclomitie a oheck from Major plate tontrertedelest Tlieraclay,whon delays on ratiroacks and the Illinois
algelleielle WM In the city iookine over coat into velhielles. The redden% of to prove a. strain of ineanity en celreeking 14 it h tilso?nse In tlittuped bare,
careful
retirees
of
was
entities
Central
been
has
.
grnatly affected.
Bloom for $50 for the club. The madie eituatIon. Among them were H. Foraker had been without coal for este/ea beenerees of defendant's famand children w43.1 play about any kind
expreseed great interest in Abe made. It wage reported that out of a This morning both fast paesenger
R. Stafford aselataat chief engineer: weeks. and the fusel eternity had ily but they were blocked- at every jor
of chimp."
population
of
2,000
proall
trains
189
but
from
north
south
and
were depoint by District Attorney Jerome, club and rude he is keenty interested
J.- J. Garen, suparrintendent, Mein- reached a critical stage.
fessed
Christians.
to
be
layed. The train from Memphis due
whose objections were uPheid by Jus- in everything tending to the uPOLD OFFICERS ELECTED
- phis division; J. M. Mean, roaterriamat 1:3'2 &deck was Over an hour
Padsteate. The commitof
bulidiee
Fitzgeraki.
tice
ter Memphis dirt/dee; A. H. Egan
BY LIBRARY TRUSTERS.
Gas Kills Two.
late. No. 1.03 from Lotisvlee, due
Gana and Lewis Slain.
The defense, however, did get be- tees solibritine for club report good
Youngstown, 0., Feb
and A. F. Blies, superintendent nod
6. --The
at
3:62
o'clock,
wall
Philadelphia
run
two
in
sec,
progress.
Gans,
Feb. 6.--Joe
The existitution and byAt a meeting of the board of trine
roadmaster of the bowled* deviNkm, dead bodies of Mary Speen and "ner fore the Jury the testimony of an exof Baltimore, and Harry Lewis, of tions because of increased travel, the tees of
respectivele, and Travelling Engineer four-months-old son were found this pert. that in hie opinion Thaw wea laws are in the hands of the printer,
the pebee Wary last neeht
and will be distributed at the next Philaleiphia, met today and signed tire section paseIng at 6:05 o'clock all °Went were
1.4loyd Grimm, of *empties
re-elected as follows:
morning. The girl had put the child "suffering from insanity" the night
articles of agreement for a finish fleet and the second at 6:45 o'clock, This
meeting, later in the month.
E. W. Bagby. president; Mrs, Loire
to bed and was endrenving on one at the tragedy. Jerome undertook to
for the dightweieht ebtimpkinship, for morntne the Poiton-Loolirlige ac- M. Rieke,
KAISER STRUCK IN FACIE
vice president;
side of the bed when overcome by brash down the testimony of the
etre.
$5,004 a el& and the biggest purse commodation train was orer an tour A, R.
REPORTS
ARMY
RILL.
edientist, Dr. C. C. Wiley. of PittsMeyers, secretary, and Charles
WITH HARD smownALT, eecateng gas.
late
offered.
•
burg, and for three hours put him
treilleurer, President E. W...
Committee Allem; $0,000,000
Bids for the fight wilt be opened
Deity reappointed hits committees,
through a crow examination as se- Senate
Berlin, Feb. 6.—Emperor Wilin
I load elphits at noon February 28.
Move Than the Howe-.
and other businees before the board
yaw/ as was ewe- heard in a New
liam was accidentally struck In the
The
men
ene to fight at 133 Poelelle,,
Was routine.
York court. The prosecutor wan reface by a gligebell while driving
There is only one hind of •
411144004 'PINK
— AMILt0V weigh in at ringside. Each posted
W11,
MOCIen1
In
area*
ti•
and
be
-before
through the Byaddenburger Tor Gate
newspaper circulation statement
WE.I.THER--11ot..0easing clouds4o hind the match.hand "enelheat Dr. Wiley protosatiegly Warren, frees ilia tireaskitataa eeseeralMe
AN RrYiTHTft TIONVING
on Sunday. l'he Ihistele was *IMP.1
that is worth any consideration
newt and worml.r tonight. Prete
tary effiafre tidag reported to the
declared:
t'ITIZENS FROM MADRID.
at a private person vino was passing
and that is the daily detailed
snow
ably
In
eatreme
west
pernate tthe army eppropriettion
Girl. Jump Front Windows..
bill
In an automobile. The emperor. the
Didn't (Nene as Expertotatement. The Sun is the only
lion.
Thursday
rain
or snow,
Ptithatibillibla,
gave notice that he would eali it
G.- -Twenty
• Feb
filtaairt <I, Feb. 6.--411eny wealthy
Tows Zeitnng save, shook les finger
Plainest, paper printing such a
warmer. Highe-st temperature
."I didn't come here au en expert. up getter. The bill carries $81.500.
eintikeed lu a elairtweied factlery
residents are Praising tam city on a'at a group of boys from which the
statement..
yeeterelay, 30; lowest today 11.
MIMI bore as a witness to a fact. 00, an Incere, of $9,400.0P0 reel }tinned from windows lode)
, 'to escount of the recent bomb outrages.
snowball came, add they thereupon
ate amount anri-od by tb• bat as It cape nee which Irrecited the Ogee
Anarchists threaten to contests* the
scampered away.
(Continued on pap four.)
Norm wee Injured.
the house.
work,

Tyler is Torn Up Over Building of
CARMEN'S
New School and May Incorporate

SCALE
TO BE ADJUSTED

NO CLEW IS FOUND
TO HIS IDENTITY

•

TAKE COAL CARS
FOR USE OF CITY

SCHOOL IS CLOSED
BECAUSE TOO COLD
4etreirson Baildinr Heating in
Being itepalred
First Vossuty Teacher Goer. to Western Kentucky aormal School
to Study.
CbeKentildlY
'LIST Oe' THE

ROTH PHONES 548.

OTHERS

TO GO.

Vestals 8:15.
No session is today being held in
the Jefferson school, Eighth and Harrison streets, on account of defective
heating apparatus. The plumbers ate
working on the furnace today and it
was Impossible to hold session without heat, and against, the continual
hammering of plumbers. The Wising will doubtless be in shape for
10[001 tomorrow.
While the ice company plant is being enlarged Prof. H. S. Sbrieves will
itake his class in science through it
to see the process of making ice,and
the installation of the machinery.
To Normal School.
Prof. Harry (ibson, teacher of the
Oaks county echool, has gone to BowlingGreen to begin a course in the
state normal school, the first appointee
tCootilenat;v e.ST
u phe
errienta
ernedensiit
ne
lingto
ofn
ftilothers: Misses 1.111:e and Annie Knott.
Woodville: R. L. Heath, Melber; Dora Keel and Ada Long, Ragland; W.
T. Lawrence, Fisher's school; J. S.
.
Nencasevie, West McCracken school:
Lensmie Lockett and Bertha Boat,
Woodvir e

FRIDAY NIGHT, Feb, 8
Walter N. Laurence
Presents

HENRY E.

DIXEY
In Harold MacGrath's

Famous Novel

an tohen Box

Te

Oralellassi by erva L ryas:
•

Exactly at seen 221 nights in
New York.
Pricee: 35,35, 50, 75,51 and $1.50
Seats; us sale Theradsy 1) a. m.

J. J.J.J.J.J.

We have 10 days' time in which to close out our stock of Clothing and Furnishing Goods.
In 10
days we must give floor space to the carpenters, bricklayers, plasterers, painters
and plumbers. 1
The contracts have been let to alter our building from top to bottom, and in 10 short
days from

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1907
The workmen will begin tearing down and rebuilding, transforming the old Grand Lead
er into the
new Grand Leader. For 10 days we will give you the greatest sale of Clothipg
_and Furnishing
Goods the Paducah people have ever experienced, Everything in the house will slaug
htered-we
prefer to sacrifice the goods at a price--rather than move them. Come prepared
to be astonished.
No matter how cheap you have seen goods sold, you will have to admit that the
prices we have
placed on this stock is the cheapest you ever saw. We repeat that it will be the
greatest sale ever
in Paducah. IMPORTANT-This sale is for 10 days only, beginning Saturday, Feb. 9, 1901, and ending Wednes
day, Feb. 20, 1907.
3c SOK
out good black 10c
sox for, Alteration price

MONDAY NIGHT Feb, 11

Henry E. Diary.
New Vorls's greatest comedy success; of the year 1905-116, comes to
man B Howe The Kentucky on Friday night when
Henry E. Drize.y appears in
titi.
the
dramatization of Harold MacGevah's
neveb. "The Han on the Wee" It is
clean cut wholesome, laughable
a
In his new Moving Pictures.
comedy, with a genuine love stcrry
Special Features.
running through it, and was written
MMUS OF
by an American for Americans, proWHALING!
duced by an American manager. and
CLEMBING
played tYy American actors. It Is in
UNTRODDEN
short the best type of the kind of
PEAS!
play which appeals to high-class
American audiences. No more handGAMES AT
some, finished, graceful and artistic
ATHENS!
actor than Mr. Henry E. Dixey has
over appeared here, and the supportFAWPTION OF
ing company. which contains every
MT. VFAUVR'S7
member of the New York east, will
CARNIVAL
be headed by Mies Marie Nordstrom,
OF NICE, 1906!
wh.ose beauty and deeigartfult acting
HARVESTING ICE
will be a reve:ation.
IN .NORWAY!
2.5th Semi-Annual 'four

Ly

•

Crowning Triumph of Rattan!

for $1.50.
now.

MEN'S SUITS
You can now buy a regular $7.50 suit
of clothes for just half price.
Alteration price

$3175

MANY OTHERS.
THE WORM) REVEAL.
Prices-25c, 35c as/. 50c.
Scats on sale Saturday.

Climbing Untroddess Peaks: '
The most weird and specsactsles
mountain peaks In the world were
conquered a few months ago for the
first time. The are the Delos/tens
In the, northern kale= Tyr/. How
they were eoretnered forme one of the
most Interesting feetsres of Lyman
H. Howe•s lifeorama to be seen at
The Kentucky on Sion/lay night of
next week. Switzerland seems tame
in comparison with dm shattered
mountains of solid rock shown in
thie feature.

Wealthy Citizen Dies.
Lexington. Ky., Feb. 6.- Josepn
M. Penn, considered the second wealthiest citizen of Scott county, died
at his home in Georgetown at 9
o'clock last night after an illness of
several months. The cause of death
was srtomach disorders, and complications which resulted. He had been PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
PAZO OiNTMENT Is guaranteed to
confined to his bed since October.
cure any case of Itcning, Blind,
Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to
Mary Release, 13-Year-old daughter
14 days or money refunded. 5f)('
of a Wheeler ;S. D. farmer, hauls a
loact of wheat-daily to market aad
The areastajoapital in the world Is
sees to its disposal
the Metropolitan, on Macke-ell Island. New York.
In proportion to its lase the horse
has the smallest ;stomach of any
At the feast of :tie, common sense
quadruped.
is the salt.

THE KENTUCKY
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TUESDAY NIGHT February 12

The price is

NONE
OF THESE
GOODS
CHARGED

HANDKERCHIEFS
Turkey red, blue and fancy and plain
white handkerchiefs, Alteration
price.

3c

75c

$1.50 Pants now..

GORDUROY PANTS
$1.50 Pants now
- $1.10
$2.00 Pants now..- $1.49
$3.00 Pants how
$2.10

BOYS' UNDERWEAR

96c

$1.00 Shirts now

750

1-4 OFF ON

Our regular 25c a garment boys' underwear will be sold in this sale

Overcoats

that we formerly
$12.50 you can now buy
for

sold

OVERALLS
for

SUITS
Our suits for men and young men
which we formerly sold at $15 e7 rin
are now marked .

siJU

WORK SHIRTS
We have one lot of good, heavy work
skirts which we will close
at.

1.4 OFF ON

HATS

323
BROADWAY

Regular $1.00

13PA

now

$1.00 work gloves now

73C

50c work gloves now

35C

CAPS
WOOL SOCKS
We have placed all of our wool socks in

this sale, and they are
marked__

50c caps now..

35C

$1.00 caps now

UNDERWEAR
WOOL UNDER WEAR
Our blue ribbed underwear that we sold
for 25c a garment is
$1.00 garments cut to.............
now._.........
11 C
$1.50 garments cut to.__ _4111.00
-75C

PANTS
TOQUES
Children's toques that we formerly sold $3.00 pants now
for 25e, will go in the Alteration Sale for_________._19c $5.00 pants now

1.4 OFF ON

SHIRTS
DESISERGER'S

overalls

Regular 50e overalls now._ .........35c

WAY'S MUFFLERS
25e Mufflers
1 1C
50c mufflers now......_________ 22C

29c

$1.50 Shirts now

..$5.

THESE
PRICES
ARE FOR.
CASH ONLY

GLOVES
OVERCOATS

ODD VESTS
1 JERSEY CIL,OVES
We have about 90 odd vests, dal! sizes, These are our regular 25e gloves. We
and for this sale we have mrrked
have made one lot of them.
them......... _
Alteration price
Al
SHIRTS

MEN'S SUITS

KNEE PANTS
50c knee pants
29C

MEN'S PANTS
69c
_98C

38c

CHILDREN'S SUITS
All our regular $2.00 and $2.50 children's snits are now marked
down to
$1 149

11C

35c

UNDERWEAR
SWEATERS
Our regular 50e underwear we have cut, We have made one lot of
all of our at,
and in this sale we will sell per
wool sweaters had in this sale will Roc
garment for .
run them for........_

OVERCOATS
overcoats for men and boys that
formerly sold for $15 00,
Alteration price.

•

SHIRTS
These shirts are from our regular stock
of 50c shirts, all sizes. Alters
tion price.

Children's Sweaters
OVERCOATS
All wool child's sweaters, to close them Your choice of any of our $10.00
overout at once, we have placed them 19e coats in this sale for, Alterati
on
on sale at
price
s00

Our regular $12.50 suits, for this sale,
h
waelfh_av_e
„....
red
.....ii
.....uce
._

25c knee pants now
$1.35 Pants

taken

FLANNEL SHIRTS
$1.50 wool shirts
... $1.00
$1.00 wool shirts now

Our

UNDERWEAR
Cooper's underwear that always retails
for 11.00, Alteration
price

MEN'S SUSPENDERS
From our regular stock we have

25e suspenders and marked
them .....
_13c

STOCKINGS
MEN'S SUITS
We have just reduced our children's
stockings that regularly sold for 10e 71, $10.00 men's and young men's suits,
to the Alteration price..
for the next 10 days we will
I

6LYMPTO

DARING
HORSEMANSHIP

CHILDREN'S SUITS
These snits we sold in our regular stock

2.1

We will close

ent to

THEATRICAL NOTES

Carta/ 8:15.

ALTERATION SALE

1-4 OFF ON

PANTS

LE_ AD_ E R
e

$2.24

GLOVES

PADUCAH,
KY.

Both Phones 548. Curtain 815.

BROADHURST CURRIE
Offers the Clever t'haracter Comedian

Ndt M. ills
"The Happy Tramp"
In the New Musical Play Entitled

A Lucky Dog
And a Supporting Company of Unusual Merit.
le in the cast and Charus. Comed.ans, Dancers and Singers. Prettiest buch of girlaever gathered in one puxioction. ratchyd
mutslesi
.
numbers by charming singers. Funny tropical songs and parreiles
by

NAT M. WILLS

-Prices:

trains Orchastrs, VIA; RellunT, 5dd, rta and
ne and 3")e. Seats on sale Monday.

nallery.

'or up. Y see ev'rybody don't
cave
A Ceti/Wien View.
withIn the _Bre.sh Empire is far
alike.
That Secretary Boot napes to Pe" .1r-ona
aivantageons. Today the situ- I was told yistday at meetin'-yie.
Itae way for a treaty ea for ar(infor- ation is changed
.0nr neighbors; no
day was the fon'th Sunday-that
a imal bargain. wan reciprocal trade longer wish to
"'squeeze." They are
Nnevale man taken the contrack digas a leading feature, is very plain. teady, Indeed, to permit
us to acgin' the canal, an' the nabore
lowea For many years the United States- cept some tariff bergaln
at tneir
Pannymawa; down that away
• situ' entertained strong opposition
to hands. ----Toronto Mall and Empire.
era.
Now,
ef
you-all'r
Madisonvi
A
lle man has written thar herds off. I had that uv drivin'
'quainter! la any thitkr of the nature of a compleas
direck me to mercial arrangement with Canada. It.A contented
the Courier-Journal a letter /eking' threugh If lain ttoo fur, 'an Uiem's Pannymaw,
mind, like a cat by the
a good but caeap like wagon yard.
was the policy of the republic to fire, dreams the frnitlette
information regarding "Pannytnaw my reasons fnr askin'.
years away.
an' what the rehargee fur (awn
an' "squeeze". us, and thus to impress
Bud Givens thinks
A blush hi often but a feminine
Canal." as he would like to get a
it's sunveru ntes and rnfness
ter
the team. Also upon its a feeling that our position eonventionality.
'West Grand Rivers. an'
'leered by the name nv
job there If he was only directed to
the Master of the lodge
martin' Mike's and Sage's. sheets, an thar
ooze ecild sleep with aim night
'.he place. The letter follows:'
enortenite Mike's stay chain to
or two, If It's too cold to sleep In
Tri the Editor of the Courier-Jourael: sorter fever Sure
the Tigre la es& OEM
on hilla, I had wagon.
Hay an' straw ought to be
Madisetrrtile, • Ky., Jan. IL-I ought to make it as
far aa Princeton'(heap accordIre
to titer way
have takes my pen in hand to ask the first night and
they
webby sit Intel ell Panny
maw straw hats. I don't
ter Intimation 'bout the Pannymaw Pannymaw the
next even-like. You know
nuthin' bout the town at all
Canal I hyar a heap of talk abate. see
have no lead 'septa!' the road
'mein' I heera about its hat fact- That la
it every time I git to town, but no- arraper are shovel
an' some Pea hey, ry.
body seems to know 'Whir Its at. My an' the mules coital
step along 'right
I'll be in 'own seal' Sat'day
reasons fer askin' Is. they want peezt. if you could (Brock
me sole
hands and are payise big wages for
wntildent haft to camp at Prince. hops to get you all's answer. "I
foams, an'. jest now, while tholes 44m, it'd soot tar
ITENDRiCKS.
better. I ain't ao.
'notten' doin' bras% tee an' IMP an qualnted that. Thai's
- ether the- Tete
R;sii timely sap
emipcilea soon *Li WM.
4itze might as Sell he at work haul- Tacker traits undertook
aroeivii. This th'it and original
to retire
most
Verses' ' ke
raaa
hays
a
r W
1TIIT rAeit,adic
in' due an' rise thing 'n 'nother, OP ;some of thar mirename an' sweeten i s anovang way of milling boron to Sod test Litteirtisis, Rae ants ub• ign ibt r•
of
standm• to pea bay an' fodder 'attn. 1 1t, tired 'er too strong an' they burnt'roost.

LOOKING FOR JOB AT PANNYMAW I

gel:from° Quinine"

Laxative ammo Quinine.
..Alvseu.•

4

WEDNESDAY, FEBHCARY a.

TITE PAIMIAn ENTNING SUN.

P•tGE T

NO REPORT MADE WARFARE AGED SEWER INSPECTOR
TO COHESION
AGAINST PLAGUE NOT RECOGNIZED
FOR EVERYBODY
Recentlywe stated that we made )

litAit tack v

iii%1 141

Over

Diamond Brand shoes in all grades
for everybody, at all prices and for every
purpose,showing that this resulted in benefit
CO the wearer because it saves all waste.
But—we make more fine shoes
than any other house in the West.
Diamond Brand shoes are sold in the
largest cities of this country. The Styles are
correct, the workmanship of the highest
grade and the leather specially selected.

C

There's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That'a by Saving.
If you resolve to save a certain portion, however
small, of the money you earn, deposit it each month
or oftener in out Bank at 4 per cent interest, wilt
be pleased'and surprised to find how quickly you will

Illinois Central Officials Give Organized Effort to Wipe Out. Roard Public Works Pay No
Consumption
No Answer
Att nt ion to Mr. Rundesman

DIAMOND BRAND SHOES

OR

accumulate a substantial sum. We will loan you a
Home *sings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will

May Tura Matter %Ventilate Tito t I ntempr.ra t,•
Habits Large Volume of Routine itusintes
llllllenv
increase Isiniviiity to otter-act
Before Body at Regular Meeting
Commission.
Disease..
Yesterday.

Board

open you account with us.

10 t he lilt 1.11.4 te

all'alMONS

RAILROAD

MEN.

NIEGIA(TED COLDS DANGEROUS. GUTHRIE

AVENUE.:

l

•

The Best Carriage 1
Service in Paducah
You get handsome. we i'
appointed carriage
when I serve you. We
give pronit personal attention at all times.

HARRY

ANDERSON, PHONE 9 I 5

was turned over to the city engene-er.
Roy L. Cteley & company wan
the privilege of placing a shoe case
on the front 'of their building which
would Extend out 12 inches over the
pavement.
President Wilhelm and Mr. Langstaff were present at the meeting
yesterday and the board will
not
meet again nntil the third Tuesday
in this month.
Nose bleed I> frequeatty caused by
not minding your own business. It
may be cured by calling the Police
and diving into the nearest drug
stOre,

Dies oi* Consumption.
Sharpsburg, Ky.. Feb. 6.-- MISS
Eliza Warner. aged 4e years, is dead
after a :lingering illness of consumption, at the home of tier father. Mr.
Warren Warner, near Sate Valley,
this county.
."Everybody Should Know."
says C. G. Has, a prominent businesm
man of Bluff, Mo., that Bucklen's
Arnica Salve is the quickest' and surest healing salve ever applied to sore,
burh or wound, or to a case of piles.
I've used it and know what I'm talking about." Guaranteed by all druggists, 25e.

Removal Sale of A. Follock's Jewelry Store I
About February 15th we will take possassion of our new store
room —now occupied by the Great Pacific Tea and Coffee Co.,
33'3 Broadway. In the meantime we have made startling reductions on our entire line of Watches, Diamonds and Jewelry.
This for two reasons: First, we wish to move as little as possible of the present and, when we get into our new location, we
mean to have a clean, new stock. If you need anything in our
line give us a cell, fotyme have made a cut of 50 per cent in
many instances.

A. POLLOCK
Empire

640 Broadway.

Building

You

•

NEWS OF KENTUCKY1

Made- to - Order Trousers

Hotel Marlboroug
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
Mast Centrally Located Hotel on
Only ten minutes walk
to 25 leading theatres. Completely
renovated and,. seansionned in every
department. lip-to-date in all reBroadway.

spects.

F

ii

4

SOLOM ON

'11

•

t,

•

•Husband
•

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

I

1

210 Broadway

MOUNTAINS ARE MADE TO HAUL FREIGHT

l

We invite

• Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank

ltEPAIRS.

(tic-ago, Feb. G.—Illinois Centrai
On the recommendation of the city
Organized effort Is now being made
officials were asked today whether throughout the United States to fight solicitor, tne finance committee ot
(bey intended to fi.e with the Ken- consumption
warning is given the general council allowed the pay
A
tucky ranrcad cornmiseion a report against Intemperate habits, which 'in- and bills of A. Bundestuan, sewer inebowing the connection of the Illinois creases the Labials' of consumption. apector.
Central railroad with the
Madison whi:e spitting in tieblk places is deThe action of the finance commitCoal Corporation and the Mississippi precated, as the disease Is frequentle tee in allowing the
payrolls and bills
Tenney Corporation. The report was contracted from dried sputum.
was received by the board of pubic
requested at a recent hearing of the
Colds should not be neglected, as works in its meeting yesterday after
.
Kentucky corn in Iste on Iii LoutsvIke. they leave the lungs in a peculiarly nooa but, no formal
recognition of
We AWE MORE FINE VIOLS MAN ANY OTIffl? HOUSE
IN Tilt WEST
They were quite non-committa: as to receptive condition for the cultreicular the action was
taken.
their intentions, and some went so far germ. The following simple formula
A8k your- Pc f-t- .# DIAMPINP FIR Mr)
Manager Bleecker of the Paducah
•
as to soy that they knew nothing of wee beat and strengthen the lungs
Traction .eompany was before tee
the request or of the company.
and break up a °old in twenty-tour board
yesterday afternoon again in
It has been alleged in rariotis In- hours. A leading authoeite on lung
regard to charges for power used
quiries that the Illinois Central is the troubles says that when
prepared
in the sewer pumping station,
lie
owner of the companies mentioned, from pure ingredients, it will cure any
said a meter had been attached for
and it has been asserted that the Il- cough that is curable.
eleven days and that it was found
linois Centra3 has in its treasury
Take hale ounce Virgin 011 of Pine
that a rate of $41 a day of 24 hours
How mountains are to haul freight marvelous taming and breaking in of notes a ggregat I ng over $1,30,0,0-00 (Pure); two ounces glecerine and
would be a reasonable charge. Howtrains, in obedience to the iron will Nature's wild powers to override ,belonging to the Missieeppi corpore- half pint good whiskey. Shake well ever, to get the rite
as low as possiBon.
and use in teaspoonful doges every
of E. H. Harriman, performer of Nature's most formidable obstacles,
ble, tie would name a rate of 3 cents,
Louisvil:e,
Feb. 6.—Etver since the four hours.
modern railway miracles, is the teem& are all typified in ells great feat.
a kilowat hour, which at 730 knowet
(Kentucky railroad commis.ion, which
The lnrrdienis can be secured
of an exceedingly interesting story in Tills advance etory of the enterprise
hours to a day of 24 hours, would
had
a
hearing
in
Loulevilei
about ten from any good prescription druggist
the February Technical VVorld Maga- is remarkable for its picture not only
metke the cost $21.90. This rate the
dates ago to inquire into the ear at small. cost, and to avoid substttuzine. Dewey Sheldon Beebe tells a of what Harriman is today but of
board wit; pay until further arrangeShortage
in
western
Kentucky,
and time should ,be purchased separately
tale that smacks of Arabian Nights what be will be tomorrow in the railments are made. Tile pumping staand makes food for into charges of discrimination made and mixed- in your erten home.
tion is not in use now, but Superinromance, in recounting the truth of way world
age.inst
the
Illinois
Central
rewith
Virgin
put
Pane
Th
. e Pure
Oil of
is
tendent Keeher's
what the "Little Wizard" is doing thought as well as entertaining readrecommendation
gard to oar (Estrrl button there has up in half-opnce vista for dispensing.
for two motors was shown welland planning. 'Po compel toe Sierra ing. Mr. Harriman's own mysterious
been
a
marked
silence
between
the
Each
securely
vial
in
waled
a
Is
founded with the burning out at the
Nevedas not merely to stand aside personality and the popular guesses oommiseion's
headquarters zTed the round wooden case, with engraved
station yesterday of the motor. If
for his trains, but actually to pull at the interests he represents are offices
of
she
railroad
in
Chicago.
wrapper,
Virgin
with
Oil
name--"
the
the motor had burned out when the
them for him over the 5,000-foot touched upon and the author has
e oenureesion, through its chair- of Pine (Pu re)"—plain ly
'Ph
printed
river was at its nighest stage, serielevation or Emigrant Pass is Mr. made the reader realize how little is man,
C. C. McCtiord made official ada thereon. There ere many rank Imireally
known
or
about
realized
either
ous damage would have resulted.
Harriman's purpose, and he has fash
p'dcation
to the Illinois Central for in- tations of Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure).
City Engineer Washington thinks
!tined the bridle, bit and traces to and their combined influence on formation
relative to the relations ex- wheel are put out under various
America's
present
future
and
life.
that some of the curves In the trat•ks
harness the mountain streams for toe
isting between the Illinois Central names, such as Concentrated 011 of
work. It is a story from real life of
and the Madison Goal coporation, and Pine, Pine Bietearm, etc. Never ac- of the Paducah Traction company
Moonshine Stilk Destroyed.
are too close to the sidewalks. Manreal coaches to carry everybody who
the Illinois Centnal and the Mississip- cent,these as a substitute for the
Maeking, Ky., Feb. 6.— Deputy
ager Bleecker stated mat they necgoes that way --a mew wonderful
pi Valley corporation. The request Pure Virgin OH of Pine, ee they will
essarily had to be set in order that
story, when details are told, than the Collector Sam Collins and a posse, of was mare Ore.-0y
to 0. S. Keith, su- invariably produce nausea, and, never
the ears could turn on them withtale of the Pumpkin Coach witn its this couuty, made a successful moon perintendent of tnaneportation,
and he effect the defined result.
out jumping the track. The board afwhite-rat-horses that bore Cinderella some raid in Knott county, west of agreed to have the queetion
submitter some discussion left the work
to the ball in our childhood fairy here, when they succeeded in cut- ted to oflicia,lis abbe to answeil
it.
Church Too Fashionable.
lag out of the problem with the city
books and our childhood dreams. An ting up three large moonshine stills.
Alternatives of Conamessioa.
New fork, Feb. 6, A young man
engi.neer.
aceennt of now millions upon millions One moonshiner was captured and
In cave the railroad sees fit to ig- named Smythe, who has:been a memof Investment in the huge first cost taken before United States Commis- nore the request of the commission,
Relief to the citizens of Guthrie
ber of John D. Rockefeller., Jr.'s, Bisioner
S. E. Baker at W,hitesburg.
cost of such an enterprise spells
either one of two things, and possibly ble class for several months, address- avenue was afforded by the board dieconomy for a great' railroad, and
recting the street inspector to lay a
both of them, will be done: The ja- ed the class SundaY.. elated:how America's cleverest minds and
County Assessment Raised.
teratate commerce eommisaion wile be
"The cnurch has not outgrown its board walk on one side of the street
The Paducah Traction company exbest trained talents are employed in
Elizabethtown, Ky., Feb. 6.— The asked to inquire into the situation, or usefulness.
The reason why young
the task, are not the least interesting county equalization board raised the summonses will be issued for nhe am- men do not go to church
cavated for a new line on Onthee
is because
features of the tale, and the methods assessment of the county $336,179.
of the Illinois Central by the the churches of this city are too teen- avenue and .the city not keeping up
Its work the bad weather caught it
by which the silent prime mover in The city board of equatization has state commiseion. They cannot be lonable.
If the young man is poorly
it all works toward his tremendous a:so raised the assessment of Eliza- served outside the state, but if offiwith the street impassable either for
dressed he feels that he is lookeo
wagons or on foot. A similar relief
ends are uncovered sufficiently to stir bethtown $200.000, which makes a cials of the road were to come to down upon. If
the cnurch was run
was afforded to the citizens on Thirthe reader to enthusiasm. The great total raise in, thecounty of over Kentuck,/they would be eerved with on the old-time idea
of one person
fight of trans-continental roads to $500,000
papere/and brought before the vont- being as good as another In God's teenth street from Jackson street to
Adams street.
corner traffic, the struggle of the
ntieei6u.
house you would get the young men.
giants of the railway world to cut a
Find fault with your neighbor
Peertoffite Assessment.
A hard working man, who has little
mile from natural distance anti a
m et, but find
wih "t
money, cannot stand being preached
Tencle Sam uses his authority to
minute from running time, and their self first.
to on an. empty stomach. If you illl good purpose. It is a rule of the gasfault
]
tea stomach before you •preach to him ernment not to pay for any kind of
he wi'l be more likely to listen to Improvements which may be male
Extra Values in
and will conic again."
adjacent 'to its property. The Nashyou
Tom Walker Gets It.
Rockefe:ler said that was one way ville Roofing and Paving company Is
Lexington, Ky.. Feb. IL--Postmastrying to ascertain who owes them
ter General Cortelyon tonight reach- of looking at the matter.
for the street and sidewalk introve
ed' a decision upon the Lexington
Herder as the Sun."
ments around the post office 'here.
y.
post office ease and the nomination
of Torn L. Walker, secretary of the is an expression as old as the race. The government has refused positive$5.00, $6 00, $7.00
Kentucky Republican State Central No doubt the rising and setting of the ly to do so and the city will have to
committee, will be sent to the sen- sun is the most regular performance foot the bill unless; a verbal agreein the universe, unless It Is the action ment made Si the time of the conate tnis week.
OOieul 35
OR
the
next
of the liver and bowels when regulat- tract with a representative of tile
thirty
days
I
pants.
Hoptown
for
Has
Candidate.
oh
vie far
los tot
hrAS‘m
shall make you up a pair Hopkinsville, Ky., Feb. 6.— The ed with Dr. King's New Life Pills. Nashville concern ,holds good. Ac°man pan
OnuA 2
cording to Auditor Kirkland's mem.are I PM,
delegates from the First appellate Guaranteed by all drugglas. 50e.
f 3 nu .1,
91- Trousers from our best im- court
sdon't last
sis. Seth
ory, a representative of the Nashdistrict
to
the
annual Farmers'
its ate is mobssel„—
, III it
ported and domestic woolens Institute for farmers of the state, to Any man is lot to feel down ...in the ville company agreed to the condihey. OM- ili thicker
In
either an
tion that If he could get the governret
for $5, $6 and $7. In the rem- be held at Site:byielle on February mouth wnen he is on his uppers.
phi Men art ()nen
soot ne
ment to pay for the improvements
26, 27 and 28 next, will have as a
cetiese
akeS 1ft
nants on hand arc pieces of candidate before them for
lere hi
About all the average man kills *round the poet office, all right, othmeinber
t-arta +-4-e
gusto
Yen ',lilt, 11
goods that run up to $12 ar.d of the state board of agriculture, for- when he goes hunting is a let of time. erwise the company would stand for
a sts I
hethr'
1013 1
the expense.
1A0.11 L,
more values and I guarantee estry and immigration J. R. Walker,
It
• toss
hit
ITCHING.
Snow on the tracks caused
of this
so
STOPS ANY
one of the beat-known
IV
WO
when
the fit and workmanship of all men in coeety,
oral Oil
much
trouble to the tractiou compathis
seceL'en
of
Kentacky.
Mr.
ita sma
they
01
o on
Welber deeiree membership on the Dam's ointment CRrtil
work.
stst MCI
and ny that it borrowed the 1,10.'0 soreop3 I
he,
erTitent will be paid forts use. The
board
succeed
to
Harris,
W.
T
of
it
Pike.---Paducab
People
Itching
Will 11
311
HopkinsvIlle council wants a street
Union county, who secured his place
Itecontmeneleit
as
• et
Is
sweeper, and as Paducah has
no
appoiataseet, at the time the
Oil
by rd was created by
boa
act of the genOne elite icetiou of Lioatt'S 0111G:11ex:it further use for one witd1. the use of
a
the
era: assembly.
The Popular Price Tailor
sietias arlY Rolling. Short treatment the thither, tne secretary Of
beard was instructed to get into con
Is Missing.
Itching
eczema.
salt
piles,
cures
113S. Thsd St.
Phone 10{1-1
Mayfield, Ky.. Feb. 6/. Mrs Mol- rheum ---any skin eruption or skin munication with the mayor with a
Ile Evans, %Ohio has been in. Malffehl itching It is the cheapest remedy to vienr of selling to Hopkinsville. The
a for the poet two weeks 'toted like to use, because so little of it is required sweeper is in first class condition.
know the erhereistrouts of her bus- to bring relief and a cure_ Hers is
Wares of seeond hand stores and
W. F. Pitzton,
Rudy,
R.
I". Put.)ear
band, J. H. Evans, who left her about Paducah testimony to prove it:
any obstruction such as ash cane ane
Cashier.
President.
Assistant Cashier.
two weeks ago, saying that he was
Mrs, ,Annle Richardson, living at beer cases left on the sliewalks at
going to Eransv ihkie on bualnPf48
street, Paducah, night without red lights will result
3214 South Third
'Evans and wife recently lived In says: "I have .1}0en trou bled with in a warrant being issued for the
Evansville hut, after lotting their eczema for a year or more. At times owner. The Columbia Construction
home by fire went to Bradford, Tenet., It was very sore and Itched badly. I company -was released from mainIncorporated
on a visk. Two weeks ago they treft tried a great many ointment
i taining a deposit of good faith In
one latter Vase end mule So MaYlield salves of vailoite kiwis. I thought the execution of its street ImproveCapital
$1 00.0o0
The litestrand mine of them were going to make a ment
to find emplosenent
contracts on
Washington
Surplus
50,000
went on to Evansville end the wife permenent cure, but in a :Must time street with tne aestimption by. the
Stockholders liability
remained here where she has been It would break out as bad as ever. Memphis Asphalt ahd Paving com100.000
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'
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BOY S

MEN

OUTMTVIS

Special Sales Every Day From

9 to 10 a. m.
andfrom

1441ii*1

3 to 4 p. m.

4

For One Hour Only

,

G

DEATHS OF A DAY

DUMAS CONDUCTS
THAW'S DEFENSE

ads.

Specials for Thursday

HATS

1

$1.65

==IN THE BOYS' SHOPi
GAPS

19c

Positively no sales
o'clock.

W

up to

l

ergo IS.

1
1

Great Values
in Men's Suits
and Overcoatsi

$
00
$5.00

These Prices Are Strictly Cash.
FOLLOW THE CROWD

or

EyseCo.

.
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Tile 'roll cell will be answered with a ourreut event. Ati are
requested to be preeem ors time. The
club decided at the late :nesting to
tee members who are late, a penny
each mintee• the rued feetng to
Matinee Musical flub.
Circuit Court.
The Matinee Musteal club
meets the Charity club.
Circuit Judge William Reed conthis afternooe SR the parieti house of
tinues hearing motions and demutMessrs Al and
Earl
Grave Episcopal churon. The proForeman
rers,
the preliminaries to his regular
went
to Chicago last bight to attend
gram is an attractive miseeeeeeeee
trial of cases -on the equity docket.
one. Mrs.Hubbard S. Wohe., the the automobile show.
G. A. Jones against W. L. Brown
Mr. John H. Shatighness.ey, of Edclub president, is the leader for toand others, dismissed and appeal
dyville, Is in the city.
day.
Mr, Abe Reeser, formerly of Pa- granted.
-C.'W. Morrison and wife, H. M.
ducah, but now of Evansville, reCard Pally This Afternoon.
Mqrrison, petitioners ex parte. Judgturned
home
this morning' after a
Mrs. Hughes LMeKnight and 511:-.s
ment filed making Altrey Boyd, the
Sarah Seeders are entertaining. this several days' visit here. He came
five-year-old son of Smith
Boyd,
afternoon with a oretti'y planned here in the Interest of his business,
their lawful heir. The boy's mother
card party at the Palmer House, in and It was hes first trip in over two
is dead.
compliment to their guest, MTS. Wil- years. Many years ago Mr. Reeser
Evansville Pressed Brick compaliani D. Sanders, of Columbus, Miss. conducted a hat and Men furnishing
Bridges, platestore in Paducah and City Clerk Hen- ny against Edward
tiff's motion for a new trial overrulry Bailey was hie manager.
Married at New Richmond.
Miss Mabel Hart, or Henderson, ed and appeal granted.
Mr. Percy Breshear. a prominent
James Herring against Killian
farmer of near Theusburg. K3., and who has been visiting Mrs. L. A.
Seitz, dismissed, settled.
Miss Minnie Wheeler, of Dyeusburg, Washington, wife of the city engiMechanics' and Farmers' Savings
were married this afternoon in the neer, returned home this morning.
bank against James Vlaholeas, orAlderma
n
Ed
D.
parlors
Hannan
of
the
New Richmond house.
is slowly
GOES MERRILY ON.
der for commissioner to pay to bank
Mr. John Yandell and Miss Lula Improving and is able to sit up at
$163.41, derived from wale of goods.
'als
home.
It
is
Wheeler
thought
,
a
be
sister
will be
of the bride. acEngineer Stevens Breaks Record in
The case of Sam Given against C.
able to be out Sunday or Monday.
companied them.
Making Dirt Fly.
E, Gridley is on trial, and will Rot be
He has been threatened with
tyconcluded before tomorrow.
phoid fever.
Greif Lenihan Wedding.
Washington, Feb. 6.- While conMrs.
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H.
Sullivan
The
marriag
,
of
e
of
North
Miss
Mary VereSixth
-Foley
sidering vbgkqj hrdln vbgkqWleirdd
il - ring 416.
Suits Filed,
na Greif and Mr. Maurice Lenlhan, street, has gone to Mobile, Ala., to
-Dri bdere the
master sideration is being given to the quesDave Johnson against the Paduvisit
relatives
.
took
'place
this
afternoo
n
at 2:45
brew.
tion -of letting the contract for toe
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Higgins. of St. cah Traction company for $1,000
o'clock at the St. Francis de Sales
--Thetund of the betiisco- digging of the Panama canal, the
damages. He alleges that he was
Catholic church. The Reverend Fath- Louis arrived today en route from
Pal chil' et Thursday after- work is going on there at a rapid
thrown from a car on May 1, 1906,
Mexico,
to
er
H.
visit Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
W. Jansen performed the cerenoon at
pace. A cablegram received at the
at
Third and Husbands streets by a
mony. It was a pretty but quiet wed- MacMillen on West Broadway.
• sudden
war department today from
-Dr. osteopath
Chief
starting of the car as he was
4001
/
4
Miss
Blanche
ding
witnesse
Hills and Miss Su-.
d by a number of relaBroad wa:
Engineer Stevens contained the anpreparin
g to alight, sustaining setives and friends, the couple leaving san Wethertied will leave tonight for
previous rec-Whtider a rig from us nouneement that all
rious Injuries.
Lapeer,
Ann
Arbor
immedia
and
tely after the ceremony for
otner Michiyou are o one of the pro- ords had been eclipsed. The dispatch
Lacy Hall against the Paducah
Mayfield to visit the bridegroom's gan cities.
prietors i
d clerks (not a follows:
Furniture
Manufacturing company
Dr.
C.
H.
Starks,
parents,
of
Benton,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lentis in
driver or who writes, files
"We took
out
566.750 cubic
for
$10,000
damages far the loss of
the
city today.
and fills tat appointed time. Yards from Culebra cut in January, hen. The bride was becomingly atfour fingers of his left hand. Hall
Mr.
Elmer
Ferguso
tired
n,
in
grey.
of
"The SoThey will reside at
'about twice the best monthly record
Palmer Tie
t.•
das Wellri' company, was the guest was employed as sawyer and on No2708 Jefferson street.
-The trnactien company made by-the French."
vember 26, 1906, got 'his h an
The bride is a young lady of at- of Misses Cora and Mai Feldman, on
The information Is regarded at the
has arrant Mt fare tickets
caught in a rip saw.
West
'Monroe
street, yesterday.
to privitteiefees.
war department as particularly grat- tractive personality. She is a daughSt. Louis and Tenneseee River
Mr. and Mrs. Bomar Sweeney,'of
ter of Mrs. Joseph Greif, of 2708
ifying
and
as
indicati
ng
that
no
time
Saxton
Packet company and steamer Ken----S*10 ea
sign
Grenada
,
Miss., have a daughter at
Jefferson street. The bridegroom is a
works, it
Madison. Old is beirg lost in consequence of the
their 'nome. Mrs. Sweeney was for- tucky against J. B. F. Brigge for
phone 401.
possibility of the work being turned popular employe of the local Illinois
$2,50 on account.
LARGE front parlor for rent furmerly Miss Estee Newell of Paducah.
Central railroad.
-City is to the Daily over to private contractors.
nished or unfurnished, 1004 South
- Master Richard Orm has gone to
Sun who 'delivery of their
Deeds Filed.
Fourth.
Memphis to visit his parents.
U. D. C. Chapter,
papers suet notify our
Martha and Saunders Fowler to F.
col- PLAY FOR PRIZES; 32 NABBED
FOR SALE-Beautiful farm of 35
Miss
Lena
Hall
Paducah
Chapter
has
United
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from
lectors or eir requests diM. MeGliethery, property in Rowacres close to cite and in high classed
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-Get
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Slack or Can
$5.00 to $14.50

gudig,

4U
Forks that were $2.50
• Now'$1
Table Spoons $2 to $3
Now $1
Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2
Now 75;
Knives $2.00 to $3.00
Now $1

`do.

,few ingerie or Jilk Waists

Wew Jtqles and 'few %ateriald
yor 4pring.

•
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parents about the way the schools wae detested be Drente by a vote of pound is the Tumor,
dread enemy
have to be operated upon, I wn
**are of this painful disease is stare matter of opinion, but certain remawere kept open on the extremely bad 6 to 3.
The growth of a tumor is so in- you for advice, which I follow&
in,* have been dimeov-eried that predime immediate and Lasting relief, and
New furniture for the High school sidious that frequently its presence tally and took Lydia E. Pinto
date. They thought dim one session
When He snouts) be held on sueh days.
wholly unsuspected until it is well Vegetable Compound. I am ne
zany times a permanent cure. Prolably the most impottant discovery Old Member surprised
Trustee audttorium has been contracted for is
advanced.
cured of the tumor but other
ininde Teacher'« teeenract
Made In this connection Is tite famous prescription from which Dr. EdBeekettbach then introduced a writ- by the committee on supplies. Plans
So called "wandering pains" may troubles and can do all my own
Had
Hetet
Used.
wards' Compound Dandelion Tablets are preparene Thousands of people
ten resolution directing each princi- of the furnished room have been re- came from its early stages or the after elgh years of Faltering."
ete
have used this wonderful remedy for rheumatism and are now wet) and
pal of the different buildings, at his ceived and the sdeeks eta' seat four presence of danger may be made wrtilte
rss. S. J. Barber, of Scott,
manifest by excessive monthly periods
nappy. It will pay yon to get a box today,
dineretion, to &Bruise schoce. on bud pupils each. A capacity of 316 is accompanied by unusual pain, from
provided at a coat of something over the abdomen through the groin ahd Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
ALTERED TO SUIT THE TEILtilti &tee
•BOTH TABLETS AND PLLLM SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. PRICE LISc
"Sometime ago I wrote 3
Trial Ackette at W. B. tierherson, Druggist.
T rustee (jielneuts pointediy review- $840. They win be shipped from thigh.
If you have mysterious pains, if advice about a tumor which the
Sales Agents I. A. & D. Co., Welieville, N. Y.
ed the bad effects of .lesiving te the Grand Rapids, Web., Marieh 19.
there are indications of inflammation thought would have to be rc
W. 11, miriliiinsoN, FOURTH AND BROADWAY.
Finance Committee.
principais the right to die/rase school,
or displacements, secure a bottle of Instead I took Lydia E. Pir
(*mitring a waggon of the sebeell
and to-d
C
..
nompound
The report of the finance commit- Lydia E. ninkham's Vegetable Comas their lutignitente ordinal:Lin nointd
eg
l ttavobies
m
pound, made from native roots) and well
board which started, out PeellakintlYt
eat be unites-in and pert of the tee was not complete from Secretary herbs, right away and begin its use.
but atirkh gnew more interesting as
Mrs. M. M. Funk, Vandergr
wheels would be out acene dans while Bred having forgotten to bring some
The following letters should conit progressed, Trunnee Per Beckenwrites:
part would continue in session. He of the dectimente. Superintendent vince every suffering woman of its
virtue, and that it actually does Dear Mrs. Pinkham
'boon' Binning the question of the vathought that it was a queetion, Lileb said a clock inspector was needconquer tumors.
lidity of the contract with Superin"I had a tumor and Lydia
which if giveu to ale:body to decide, ed. James Jura& was eneted to the
ham's Vegetable Compound
tendent 'nett. Trustee Beckentenh
Colfax
W.
836
of
Fry,
May
Mrs.
position
Went-tugof
the
Antler
in
should be left with the superintendent
it for me after two doctors b
Ave , South Bend, Ind., writes:
said he had 'been unable to find on
rewho vould dismiss the whole system ton building, vice Silas Kevit
ink up. I VMS sick four years
Dear Mrs. Pinkham
the reoorde of the board's nteetings,
began to take the Compound
if the weather III his judgment made signed. The report of the eupertn"I take great pleasure in writ- recommend Lydia tt l'inkhan
any ranitteakion of the oontract for
Hower, ing to thank you for what Lydia E.
it advieable Trustee Byrd said be temident of buildings, Feed
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
able Compound fat and near
one year wan Bupeentendent Lieb,
thought school ehould not be dis- was received, and the Jefferson school Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
tior could he find where the officers
Snch testimony as abort
Blood
the
took
also
I
me
for
done
was clotted this morning to allow
missed for every cloud' that arose.
doses with the enticing eviderice that Lydia
of the board at the tame the contract
Third—Negligee shirts with buttrins are ironed perfectly
Miss Merger] and Purifier in alternate
Sup" intendent Itieb robe to ex- boner repairs.
Compound. Your medicine removed a ham's Vegetable Compote,
was made, had been authorized to
and without injury.
plain why 'he had aboliehed the ma- Miss Smith lead the tardy teetthers cyst tumor of four years' growth, without a peer as a remedy f
thee a contrace for one year web
to roof having one session in bad with three ewes each. Miss Mabel which three of the best physicians Growths as well as other e
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
tihe superintendent.
had. They had said that ills of women, and such set
weather. He maid he had kept statis- Roberts, of the Franklin building, declared I
only an operation could help me. I am Bearing-down Sensations,'
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
Trustee' Recketnieeh brought out
ties on the subject foe three years was given a tnonth's vucatlon.
very thankful that I followed a friend's ments, irregularities and •
this potnt in a discussion of the conNo other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourtelf by
Trustees List, Dockenbact, Byrd, advice and took your medicine. It has etc. Women should rememit
and that they :bowed that the attendtract -which runs anal next Septemance of the saloon) in the secenti ses- Davis, Yeomen, Meant!, Clemente, made me a strong and well woman and is Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege
sending us your laundry.
ber 1. He tbotsght it was an unbusiI shall recommend it as long as I live." pound that is curing so mat
sion in the afternoon on bad. does Morris and Robertson, were ,Pntinntia
Don't forget to insist upon
neislike contract to engage the feuMrs. E. F. Hayes. of 96 Ruggles St., some druggist asks you n
was even better than the morning Trustee Karnes was abeent.
Boston, Mass., writes:
perintendent clear up until the time
something else which he it
The contract signed with Superinsession. A former board had decided
for the opening of sethoui meet faili.
as good."
Pinkham
that the eontinuoue operation of the tendent Lieb is an ordinary teach- Dear Mrs.
Suet a °entracte, be said, was bad for
"I have been under different doctors'
schoces was best. He said that when er's blank filled in and alteratIone
treatment for is long time without Mrs. rInkham's lavitatlea *
the new superintendent and bad for
a pupil is abeent on an extremely be made to pronide for superintendent relief. They told me I had a fibroid
the old one. The new superintendent
Women suffering from in
tumor, my abdomen was swollen and
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
day, it is not marked to his d.scrodtt instead of teacher.
setaki not have time from September
I suffered with great pain. I wrote al female weakness arein
as it would be for absence in kood
to you for advice, you replied and I ante Mrs. Pinkham, Li •
until.the schools opened, to get the
/weather
Two thousand or
mere
followed your directions carefully and for advice. She is the kinn
seatem in shape, and the old one
chitdren are always In attendance on
today I am a well inomen. Lydia E. who has been advising tful
would be at a disadvantage from the
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound ex- free of charge for more tin
the worst day's and he thought that
Cats Ate Tipsy Mice.
crowned Koenig's domestic feast last same reason in his new work.
pelled the tumor and strengthened my years, and before that Pd
if they are winting to' come, the
her mother-in-law, LyndtJohn Koenig, 518 Willis avenue, night.
whole system."
Although Trustee Beckenbach ac- eohoole should not be closed for the
ham in advising. Thusehelin
the Bronx. owns two fine tiger cats,
The mice had filled themselves knowledged that he was a member of
Mrs. Perry Byers, of Mt. Pleasant, well qualified to guide nn
benefit of the minority. Ologhig he
Tom and Jennie. usually sedate crea- mice, fruit cake and brandy.
"Did you ever stop to think about karat writes :
back to health.
the ECh00.1 board at the time the con- said: "Time is an element in human
teen
tures. The cats behaved most disfinger bowls?" asked Ann, the waitThe cats had filled thmselvew with tract was made with Superintendent
life, and time is what we are trying
ress,
reputably yesterday. Toni staggered mice, fruit cage and brandy,
of
the
newspaper
man
at
breakThe
Bridge
Was
Up.
you
engineer's
got
the
1t110
Lie+, he did not at that time notice to nave',''
about the house like a gilded youtn
fast.
"Well, I had the subject
Tom and Jennie suffered severely any irreguler proceedings of the
In the state of Washington a rail- new bridge?"
Treetop Davis seld: "It is a queein a lobster palace at 3 p. mu. Jae_ 1. ham katzenjarnmer last night, but board's officers
brought
up before me right yester- way bridge had been destroyed
"I don't know," repliftlge
by
in. clawing the con- lion which the superintendent ought
Jennie sat up like et squirrel, and, Koenig nad no sympathy for them.— tract. The
day noon. A guy from the East, a fire, and it was necessary to replace builder, "wether the enginit
contract is signed
by to have discretion to settle, and I besmiling eweetit, made passes with New York World.
the president and secretary of Use lieve he 'has." Trustee Beckenbaieh cranky old man, looks up at me when it, says the Dundee Advertiser. The the picture drawed yet but
her paws at something she only saw.
board. Trustee Beekenbach indicat- then changed his reeolution toieatte I sets the finger bowl before him and bridge engineer and his staff were or- the 'bridge is up and E is
,Koenig, sober man, was greatly
Two passin' over it."
.ttritiegrootn (before the wedding) ed some tecnnteall errors in the con- It to the diecretion of the superintend- says: 'None for me, young woman. dered In hase to the place.
I can eat a meal without having to days tater came the superintendent
shocked that his pets shouln begin —I wish that we should go to church tract and said that 'he broueht up the ent, but
on a vote the resolution was
take a bath afterward.' I took it of tee nivaion. 'Alighting from big
the new year so. He learned how they In a closed cat nage.
Faita cannot be foe i511
question to have it invaragated before 'lost, Trustees Span Davis,
Maxwell,
away, and then he grew lucrative and private car, he encountered the old peal to fear.
had gone astray when he found In his
Bede- -Very well. I am
quite the next meeting of the board, so Metcalf and Morrie venue against it:
wanted to talk.
pantry the remains of a fine fruit agreed. One's itat wish should always chat should it be found illegal, they and
master bridge builder.
Beckenback
List. Robertson
cake and several mice.
.'Joe,' said the superintendent,
The aimless life Meru's" 'Finger bowls is only for the
could abrogate es mirett of k as was and Clements in the affirmative
be respectel —Figaro.
/The fruit cake had. been "seasonvulgar, to my mind,' he says. 'You and the words quivered. with energy, ert.
nentesetify to give the new superinDrills.
Fir-,
ed" for weeks in brandt. Rich, remight as well bring me a comb and "I want this job rushed. Every hour's
The Bret deily newspaper appeared tendent time to look over the setool
Fire drills were found p tart natty
dolent and tempting it was to have In 17,02.
delay costs the company.money.Have
Ever y deed is born "'d.
brush or a shaving outfit.'
system before opening of settees).
to have ceased in the schools by
Superintendent Lien said he did
guess
"
you're
'I
right,'
I
says,
Trustee beckenbach on one of his
not know whet the marines of the
rounds of investigation of conditions jollying him along a little so's I'd be
board weerld Rhea- b111 he did knew
in the school'. The different prin. in line for a tip.
that a ceintract for one year heed been
" 'Right?' he fires back. 'I know
elpale were nnstructen to renew the
oloeed with beau and that that fact
I'm
right. Finger bowls ain't got no
Presittpsi- Payne, of the High
was noticed in the newatapers the
venue!. said some of the Miens ob- more piece on a refined person's table
next day.
jected to going down the fire escape than tooth brushes. Now, just imagThe board then went into executhere after the novelty had ,wern off, ine how I'd look picking up a toent.
tive nescicmito canitliter a number of
saying that it made them sick. In brush and 'going after my molars
A physic often does more harm than good. It is
applicante for thelaneition of euPnrthose cases the stair drill will be when I'd got through eating this
not
so much the physic, though, as it is the class of
intendent whicb have been rfrfli ved
soppy pudding. Wouldn't that disused.
physic you take.
s1 nee he an moil n cern ere that SuperMost preparations sold as laxatives and cathartics
A one-eeetion eehoin day Is assured gust you?'
intendeot Ineb would net saiit. for
for next year. A cointuunicattoon
"Well, I agreed with him, ena not
are dangerous. They do accomplish what they ale adretteette of his centime
vertised to do—move the bowels—but they entirely
from the Alumni association
peti- to be out of toe money In the tip face.
Trustee William Herd started a dis- tioned the beard to make the change
upset the stomach, and often produce complications.
"Just then a woman at another
cussion of remuneration for the terr- and in moving that the
These preparations in the form of tablets and pills,
communica- table began using the bowl. 'Now,
ies, of subteitute teachers whiten. tion be filed
usually gripe, cause nausea, and once you begin
without comment, True- look at that fat thing there,' he says.
before it was closed, resulted in tee Beekenbach
taking them a dangerous "physic habit" is formed.
said the rules would 'She's washing her wnole face. If
chime, in Os rules of elle board that be changed to provide for
The bowels soon become unable to perform their
a one-ses- ?he had a bathing snit along, I believe
wig add a-eew source of 'revenue to sion day next
without the unnatural aid of the "tablet,"
functions
she'd tat to take
dip in that bowl
year.
the school treasury at the expense of
just like some people find it impossible to sleep
The rang-nation of Trustee It S. Now, look at her
Do you suppose
the salaries of the replier tearihiera
without taking "sleeping powders."
the could eat witn delicatessen, for
who may become sack or abase for
A sale remedy for all stomach disorders is
Instance. wInt the King of Eincland?'1
other line v o tab
.a eon s
'"Well. I should say not, most emTrustee Bt rd thought that the eubFREE REAL.ESTATE PRICE LIST
AND CURE THE LUNGS
phatic • 1 replied.
It never creates a "habit." It does not operate on
slant. toucher stnuatid
retiehte the
"That tickled him, and when he
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835 1,
the stomach and bowels as most remedies do. The
full amount of the teather's eatery
left I found 25 cents staring me In
"
pepsin contained in it is a greit-digestor. It quickly
an long as he does the work. At
the face. A few more quarter gut,
relieves the distress of indigestion, without any of
preoent , the arbetitote receives not
wen kicks like that and I'll petition
the dangers which come with the use of soda.
lees asap cave dollar nor more thee
the keeper of this jaw joint to cut
As a laxative it produces quick and pleasant retwo deniers for eece dies 's work, the
Price
CONSUMPTION
out the bowls.
Anyway, they are
No stomach is too weak to be benefitted by it;
sults.
remainder of the absent teaeher's
ovens and
Sfie It 1 .00
nothing but vulgarities, ain't they?''
no condition is beyond its power to-cure. All druggists
OLDS
Fres Trial.
a ry being plactsd to this credit. True—Denver Post.
sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin at coc and $ .00.
tee Florkenbach suld this vrae one of
ureet -ed uicItit Cure for all
Year leonine bekill If it don't bonoat a_
THROAT and LUNG -TISOITP., _
the rules the committee
on rules
is Cattle, Hems, Hap-r-ls Practically Indestructible
A divine discontent alone ran lead
LBO,
or
MONEY
BACK.
a
would c'h'ange
onee and Trustee
ANIIIIIONe' to perfect content.
Morris, though uniss^are th,ait he was
141
el/tali-man of that committee, said it
certainly would be changed. Trustee Clemente then suggested that 'in11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
MEI
"teed of Paying the fun amount of,
Iimilmilimesimmisimommaiiis4
the earner teaehento gantry to the
• a 111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
1.1101111111 0
sulbstilute, that this difference lietween
sild111101NIMMINNIMI
NIIIIIIIIMIMMInallei
mpamime
1111111MINIMMINIMIINIIMMIIIIIIIMINIMMIIIMMOMPIIIIMI 7
two butlers a day and the regular
• tooNSOMOOMOMISOMONE_
Intiomntimmmoniermomoi Omega .
•••
•••••••••11mpommemotdiam•
•••anielmilimmw•••••••
teacher's salary, should revert to the
roma •••••••■••••••••••••••••••••!.•s
that Is, discord In a woman's organs or functions, is simp r
om•
am=•
tehool treasury.
In 'hat rent,
name for disease, but it expre-ses what perhaps you hr
neither of the teerhere 'caulk!' receive
the benefit of the salary.
thought of, and that Is, the Jangling irritation of your nerves,
Superintendent leen in explahvieg
organs are out of tune. Health is harmony. Every organ
Ray your new fence for years to come. Get the big, heavy wires, the
why a eubetkute is not paid the reghinge joint, the good galvanising, the exactly proportioned quality of steel
new
members
of
the board. The vote
work; every function must be natural, otherwise you n
that is not too hard nor too soft.
said to the newspaper representative
We can show you this fence in MT stock and explain its merits and
•
supericeity, not oaly La the roll but in the field. Come and see as and get
that a Me* teanher tune not closed
our prices.
her connection with the Wheels; that
she nettle the benefit at the sok rY
while leek and that no eubstitute is
capable of stepping in and doing the
flame quaaty of work as the regutar,
teaster, ezti for that reason Amid
not be paid the full amount. To emit
off her *Airy altogether and to rive
it to the substitute would not be Jute,.
to tune yoetup again, and bring harmony into weir tl,•-cordant
system. Ohls
white to give it to neither and tern
In a nstursl manner, oecause it is a natural remedy, tor diseases peculen.
it UV° the school treasury would he
It acts direetly on your organs, heals and cures them, regulates the fund to
WRITE US FREELY
an economy witch Woutd be sure to
make you well. Mrs. James Johnson, Of Mt. Olive, Ark., writes: 'felt
find opposition tenting the tesebers.
Strictett
conildelce,
Is
/1111*/,
eal
teen ail your
pain in my head and beck from female trouble. and could not sit up, but of
trdutMluADWilt your age. We Isiil @soil you
committee en notes be-night itt
PRIX
plain sealed toralops, and a salthe amendment embodying Trustee
Cardui breught Tee erect u: renef ' Try it
(WOOS Second and Kentucky Av4insg.
eable 64-page id* 4on "Nam Trembling kr Weems,"
Oletnebta* sougoetism and it we. adept
ileir ANN** tOsparlsolt,
Magmas
Phone 328. •
Chattanoeca AtaM
Co., Chattanooga, Tana.
ed unitnimounly
Gil
Otto ateItton cm tarthoel days in bad
weather tented a spirited disouseloa
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SCHOOL TRUSTEE
MAKES DISCOVERY

TUMORS CONQUER

•

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers...Why?
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Real Estate Agency.
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AMERICAN FENCE
BUY THE BEST

F. H. Jones

Co.

Agents for Paducah, Ky.
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Tune

Female Discord

CARDUI:

Also Full Line of Hardware

At Every Drug Store In $1.00 13;
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CUL LAND FRAUD
IS DISCOVERED

Masquerader

sT. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
'
RIVPIR PACKET COMPA I'

List of new subtler-leers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone Company today:

l'otft TENNEVSEE RIVER,

le, Residence, 10041
_ 1 569—Davis, Wel, Residence, 175
Woodard avenue.
56—Cross, D. A., Residence,
7,07
South Fourth.
1977—Geagan, H , it adenee, 614 I eaves Peducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Clay street,
A. W. WRIGHT,
Master
We have in the. cety over 3,000 it bEUGENE ROBINSON.
Clerk
scribers or five ames as many as the
This company is not respon
independent company; outside tatta
sible
for invoice charger unless
city and within the county we
collected
have'by the clerk,
o' the boat.
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in Your reside
nce
at the same rate the Independent cow
"ANSVILLE•
PADUCAH
AND
pany is supposed to charge, and provide in addition, long distance faciaCAli10 LINE.
I
ties which will enable you to
(Incorporated)
reach
fully fifty million people from your
home.
Evateo ille and 'Paducah
. Packeti.

This essential feature
can be had only fro:A
a
baking powder of high
leavening quality and
perfect purity.
HI-LO answers every
requirement, and sells at
an honest price---a dime a
pound. Conforms with
all pure food laws,
State and National.

Itching, Scabby skin
Author of "The Circle," Etc.
Diseases.
Permanently cured by talfilag Botanic
Blood Baini.. If you, har
etcites
Copyright, 1904. *y Harper eo
pains in bones, back and
a. Ite
Brothers
Scabby Skin, Blood feels
Dozens of People in New Jamey Have
or thin;
Swollen Glands, Risings and tBumps
on
Illegally Pre-empted Catena
the Skin, Mucus Fatah** in Mouth, Sore
Throat. Pimple*, oeMilleigterso eruptions.
for Others.
Copper-Colored spots or Rash on Slim,
are run-down, or nervous; Ulcers ttn
any part of tbe Andy. Hair or Eye(Continued from Yesterday.)
brows falling out. Carbuncles or Boil,,.
Take Botanic Blood Baba, tisitil
"No. I confess that escaped me."
Chileote drew his chair closer to the
inieed
to cure even the worst and most
"You risk your fortune that you may table. He dal not attend to the other's GIGANTIC SCEEME DEFEATED
seated cases. Heals all sore., deepstops
all swellings, makes
keep the plat* it bought for you?" remark, but his fingers strayed to his
blood
and rich, completely changing thepure
en- Lotter laughed aglia. "Ifow do you waistcoat pocket Raid fumbled there.
tire body into a clean, healthy condiProtected in moisttion. B. B, B. is the recognised blood know that I am not a blackguard?" he
Lotter saw the gesture. "Look here."
remedy for these conditions.
proof atss, Unstaring
Washington, Feb. 6.—Cab drivers,
added. "Ilow do you know that I be said, -you are overtaxiug yourself.
Cancer Cared.
strength and freshIf you have a persistent Pimple wouat clear out one d•ey and leave you' rese--eilair of the pee isn't preset-me- barkeepers, barbers and other perness.
Wart. Swellings, Shooting, Stingi , high and dry? What is to preven
ng
t John We'll shelve it to another night. You sons in New York, Amityville, L. 1.,
Pains. take Blood Balm and
they
will
t.'hileo
te
from
realiz
and certain towns of New Jersey are
ing 140,000 or £50.- look tired out."
disappear before they develo
Cancer. Many apparently hopelepssinto
Chticote lifted his eyes with a re- cnarged with being involv
came* of 000 and then making himself scarce?"
ed in
Cancer, Suppurating-Swellings,
a
'Eating
"You won't do that," Chileote said, lieved glance. "Thank*. I do feel
Continental Bating
Sores or tumor cured by B. B. B.
a coal land fraud scandal that will in
with unusual decision. "I told you bit fagged. If I may,
Botanic Blood Balm (B. B. B.)
Powder Cs.
have that a:1 probability be disclo
la
Pleasant and safe to take. Thoroughly
sed as a reyour weakness lust night, and it warnet vvilisky that I refused last night."
therrille,
Tenn
tested for 80 years. Composed of
sult
of proceedings now contemplat"Why., certainly." Loder rose at once
Botanic Ingredients. Strengthens pure money. Money isn't the rock you'll
Weak saint over."
ed
Kidneys and Weak Stomac
by
the
attorn
ey
Ind
general of the
crossed to a cupboard In the wall.
cures
Dyspepsia. Sample sent free hs,
by writ"Then you think I'll split upon some In silence • he brought out whisky, United States. The Big Horn basin in
fog Blood Bairn Co.. Atlant
a,
Ge
Sold
by Druggists 1111 per large botblo
rock? Bat thetas beyond the question. glasses, and a siphon of soda water. Wyoming is where the coal
lands in
by express prepaid. Sold Is or seat To get
1Padacein
,to business again. You'll risk "Bay whoa:" he said, lifting the whisky. question are located,
Ky.. by H. W. Walker & Co.,
and soon there
W.
J. Gil- tuy studying your signature?"
"Now. And I'll have plain water in- wi:1
bert, Lang Beton. and Alvey de 'ANL.
be uncovered one of the most instead of 8041n, if it's all tile same."
t'laileote nodded.
teresting jasea developed since Eth"Oh,
"Right
quite.
!
Now item two." Loder
" Loder recrossed the
DUTY FORBADE DEATH
counted on his angers. -I 'mist know -oom. Instantly his back was turned. an Allen Hitciacock, secretary of the
interior undertook to probe the land
the names and faces of your men
%%lint Kept Dreyfus From Suicid
e friends as far as'! can. Your woman 4.
fraud
s and punish the land grafters.
a
. lalten Falsely Convicted.
friends don't count. While I'm you,
For several months officers of the
ion will be salumaut." ite laughed
interior department. notably InspecTo his lawyer, Dreyfus wrote
again pleasantly. -But the me* are
tor E. B. ',amen, have been making
a
essent
letter, noble in its simplayity, watch
ial—the backbone of the whole
, Madnes
an investigation in New York city,
s."
better than anything else., shows
the
New Jersey state and Long Island
"I
have
no
men
friend
s.
I
don't
trust
courage that animated him in
this the idea of friendship."
with a view of obtaining evilence a-ee?eeoeg:-.er.obnepeae*sixKlar.soee
somber day:
"Acquaintances, then."
-against certain railroad officials
,
- and
REVE %LED BY 1FIRE.
"I' have kept my promise to
Chileote looked up sharply. "I think
you.
others tending to show a conspiracy
Innocent, I have faced the most
we
score
there,
" he said. "I have a
territo defraud the United States of valuCalledidandidahlaBeediedall60400000ePat
ble martyrdom that can be
reputation for abeenituindedness that
inflicted
able tracts of coal lands in central
will carry you auywhere. They tell me
on a soldier; I have felt au'
around
Wyoming.
Men's characters were revealed by
I can look through the most substanme the scorn of the crowd; I
have tial man in the house as
Lands covering an area of nearly the San Praneisco earthquake and
if
he
were
gossuffered the most frightful tortur
e samer, though I may have lunched with
10,000 acres underlaid with valuable fire—according to Ray Stannard Bathat can be imagined. How
muen him the same day." deposits of coal are alleged to have ker in The American Magazine for
haPefer had I been in the grave!
Lotter smiled. "By Jove!" he exbeen entered with fraudulent intent. November. Some of the revelations,
That had been the end, I should have claimed. -Pate must have been conA prominent government official is as for example the following, are inbeard no more the voices of men — structing this before either of us was
authority for the statement -that 18 teresting:
,
eternal peace. But duty' did not per- born. It dovetails ridiculously. But I
"Men had no excuse for pretense
dummy entrymen in New York city
must
know
your
collea
gues,
even
if it's
mit. me to die."—Success.
and at Amityville have cenfeased or vanity in those days. No Lase
only to cut them. You'll have to take
that they agreed for a price to enter thing escaped the fury of the cataswe to the house."
EVEN FROM THE MOUNTAINS _
"Impossible!"
upon :ands and that, after obtaining trophe, no false thing within men or
Ballard's Snow Liniment
Is praised for
"Not at all!" Again the tone of authe good It does. A sur,
without. Never was there such a lespatents, they had conveyed their
cure
for
inRheumatism and all pains. Wright thority fell to Loder. "I can Mall
my
terests in such lands as per agree- son in the futility. of greed,
W. Loving, Grand Junction, Ool.. hut over
my eyes and turn up my
writes: "I used Ballard's
ments made.
"Take for example toe building inLini- coat collar. Nobody
ment last winter for RheumSpow
will notice me.
atism
and
dustry
can recommend it as the best Linime
. Good, honest, work stood; the
Two
Minin
g
Conce
We
rns
can
Named
choose
the full of the after.
nt
on the market. I thought at the tipe
honest buildings can be repaired;bad
The Northwestern
noon. I promise you 'twill be all
I was taken down with this trourl
Coal
Minin
g
e
that it would be it wcek
company, a New Jersey corporation. end pretentious work fell down and
I could right."
get about, but oi applyibefore
ng your Lini-Suppose the likeness should leak
capitalised at $100,000, and the Ow! was lost. I was walking with a friend
ment several tl es during
the
night
"To
the
career
of John Chilcote!"
was about in, 48 hours and well
out? It's a risk."
one day among the ruins. Suddenly
Creek company, both doing busine
in
three days."
ss
Lotter laughed confidently. "Tush, alaileote drew a couple of tabloids from in Wyomi
Sold by all • uggists•
ng, are the concerns weose stopping me, he said,:
man! Risk is the salt of life. I must _es pocket and dropped them Into his
operation, both in New York .arid
"'Did you see that man? That's—
see you at your post, and I ,ment see glass. As ale other came slowly hack
"Your one. es are going after you
elsewhere, have been math. the sub- the. builder. All of, h M buildings
the men you work with." Ile rose. ae lanebeal nervously.
in a very rele less manner." "Yes.
" walked across the room and took his 'Thanks. See tq your own drink ject Of investigation by effiqials work stood.'
answered
stor Sorghum. "Aren't pipe from the rack. "When I go In low. I tale manage this." Me took the- ing under the direction cia,Seerstary . "I cannot tell waat a thrill it gave
you going
me: it wail a sort of proof of chardefend yourself?" "No; for a Oring I like to go In orer head w anceremeulausly, and, carefully Iliteheock.
,e
I am going to let them keep on talk- and ears," be added as he opened his guarding big glass from the light.
acter through fire. It was greatness.
tobacco jar.
aoured In the water with excited MEN,
ang until
e public gets aired of the
WOMEN AND- MATRIMONY. Many buildings stood like rocks, tesHis pipe tilled, he resumed his seat, iaste.
topic and dismisses them as
tifying to the unpretending honesty
bores." resting his elbows on the table
in un- "Ialtat shell we drink to?" he said.
—Washinthlon Star.
The only two classes that are free of some architect; some owner who
coneetona Imitation of Chilcote.
Lodes methodically mixed his own
'Got a match?' he said laconically, Ira* and lifted the glass. "Oh, to the to marry when they please are mil- hated a scamped Job: some builde
r
holding out his hand.
!street of John il'hileoter' he answered. aonalres and paupers—tne former who in times of quiet served his
ieA BABY
Should
sunshine in the house, and
In response t'hileote drew his match
For an Instant the other hesitated. because they can afford to pay
will be f you give it White's Cream
for ideals, And now it laid bare vanity
box from his pocket and struck a light. fliere was something prophetic in the luxuries,
Vernilfu e. the best Mont
and the latter because they and dishonesty in building! Pretenmedicine As their
offered i to suffering humani
lianas touched an exclama- tound of the toast. Bnt he shook the have
This
tious ornament, covering flimsy connothing to :ose.
remedy is becoming the permaty.
nent fix- tion escaped him.
!eueing off trod held up his slam.
ture of till households. A mother
No one would undervalue the beau- struction, came down in heaps, poor
childree can't get along without a with
"To
"By
the
career
Jove:"
of
John
he said, with a fretful
Chlicotel" he
bottle. of ?White's Cream Vermlfuge
ty and sacredness of love, but it
lea fireproofing, even though hidden in
in the mixture of disappointment anti sur- maid with another unsteady laugh.
house.,
cold fact that it is not enough capi- /secret places, revealed itself in colprise.
(To be Laanttased.)
"I hadn't noticed that!" His
Soli"' Ity all druggists.
f
tal on which to get martaed.
lapsed girders and fallen walls.
eyes were fixes' In annoyed interest on
Lotler's extended hand.
"And the ruined city buildings—
Cieerfulness is a sign of sanity.
Tnose who look at matrimony soleA STITCH IN TIME
It
Loder. following his glance, smiled. Will save nine. So will a bottle of ly from a sentim
hythe person who has no laught
what stories they tell of graft and inental
Ballar
point
d's
of
view
Horek
er,no "NM that we should
ound Syrup
s kept
bath have over, on hand save many a spell Waver
fun in his nature, the person who
of sickness. net as If life ended, as a novel does, efficiency! The city nail, winch cost
be- looLati. it! It clean escaped my
A sure cure for Coughs, Colds,
Bronmind. chitie
comes morose and melancholy
$7,000,000, and was many years in
who is It's rather an ugly scar." lie lifted Hot and Whooping Cough. Mrs. 8--. at the church door.
Springs. Ark., writes: "I keep a
In danger of hiatus his balanc
You
can't
lead
a giddy butterfly building, was 'eft, in an appalling
e. — his baud till the light fell more fully bottle of PasIlard'a Horeliound Syrup in
Success Magazine
on it. Above the second joint of the my medicine chest, and thank my fore- to the altar and eticort a practical condition. It remains a monument of
thought many times. It has prevented
cook anti washerwoman out.
third finger rnn a jagged furrow, the many severe
graft, of scamped work, of inefficient
instils of sickness,"
reminder of a wound that had once
Sold by all druggists.
A woman's Idea of a perfect hus- inspection.
laid bare the bone.
band Is a man who will tell her she
"But the buildings of the United
Chileote leaned forward. "How did
Industrial Note.
looks beautiful in a Metheeltubliard 1States government—they Mood! Ofyou come by ar he asked.
Whom° maketh a fool of himself
Brook port, Hi.
ten 'we have had to complain of led
and curl papers.
The other shrugged tile shoulders the same utteth
Rates $I a Day.
cheap material—Jere
Eventhing 0
Ignorance Is the bane of matrimone tape in the construction of federal
"Oh, that's ancient history."
math of Joppa.
lima A. Lean, Ingratren
Before a girl has learned to keep buildings. but in San Francisco•thor"The results are present day enough
It'a very awkward, very annoying!"
house or manage a htraibsfid she has opghgoing work talently. paid. The
DON'T IPTT IT OFF
Lotter, still looking at his hand, didn't
generally killed hint with dyspepsia Mint stands today almost uninjured.
Until tomorrow
you can do today.
seem to hear. "Thereat only one thing If you are sufferwhat
ing from a torpid liver or lost his affection.
like an island in a sea of desolation;
or
consti
pation don't wait until tomorto be done," he said. "Each wear two
hare postoffice. even though partly
It
is
better
row to get help. Buy a bottle
to
have
loved
and
lost
of Herbrings on the third Huger of the left in* and get that
liver working right. than to have got married on
a beer built ota filled land. was not enough
hand. Two rings ought to cover R." Promptriestir about health saves
many Incom
Pick spells. Mita Ida Gresham, Point,
e
when
you
have
champ
ite
made
agne shaken Sr burned to prevent its conspecul
a
ative measurement Tex., "Mlles: "I
(Incarperated.)
_
uSed Jierhine in
mm' tastes. '
stare. oceopalley.and toe same Is true f
with the stem t.if his pipe.
family fiSr six years and find
•
it
does
WSW,317-318 amine el 11/1211711.11
of tatagr` eat Appraiser's Stores buildabileote looked irritable and disturb- all it claim! to de.'
''A
couria
n1p
can
be
conatt
eted
27 College
on
,lo la stases P011171aLif
Wad by all druggists.
caret et money eettuttogn Also
1114 ed. "I detest rings. I never wear
hot air. but it takes cold cash to run ing!"
VAIL catatoese will convince you ita rings."
ram vh-n's relit amsr. Call or men
woman in
a
It mats the devil little trouble to a famly. Is only
lot' Lotter
• stators,.
relied his eyes calmly. "Nei- (*tett
There
one
a lazy man.—From the GerJoy In a Tramiel% lAfe.
daer do I," be maid. "bat there's no reathonsAnd who will use gip. same
man.
,Oave neoer emphasized sufficientson for bigotry."
tricks to keep a huqband that she did ly the tramp's disgus
But ("hiis'rite's Irritability was startt at having
A rioh bride goes young to the to catch him.
do time" -ina June. From May ti
ed. tte pnebed bate his chair. "I don't
It is only the unmarried men wttla November is his natura
Like the ides," he said.
church—From the Gorewm.
l raving tithe,'
The other eyed him amusedly. "What
talk loudly about what they would his 'box-far vacation:
in winter; jail I
a queer beggar you are!" he said. "Ten
lead would not let their "rivet do. even the workhouse,
is often more ofl
waive the danger of a man signing
The married men are Cent.
a boon than otherwise. The Rome
your checks and shy at wearing a pleee
Every woman is an exception that Jail consequently harbor
ed very unof jewelry. III Gave a fair share of indisproves every theory *bent her sex. willing guests la tne
dividuality to study."
persons Of the
t
few tramps lodged there. However.
Chlicote moved restlessly. "EveryThe term of the western senator even thirty summer clam
hotly knows I detest jewelry."
prerious as
, was approaching an end. "Only six they are on the "ontie
"Everybody knows you are caprid.." pass away
cious. It, got to be the tinge or noth\sears," hem murmured: "Whoa at ate sootier than one at first
expects them
Gold Shell Crown.
, priee I paid I ought to have h-ad forty to and then
11111.150 ing, so far as f make out."
corneathat elertens
mochiloo
te again altered his position,
Gold Fillings
at least." "If I'd been the judge ment—thunder, lightning,
$1.00 up
not ever
ovulating the other's eyes. At jest, aft.
'you'd got llf*." commented one who
Sliver Filling,
pouring rein can mar B—when the
75c er a struggle with himself, be looked
had overheard.'*—Philadeiphla Led freed one is again his
Partial Plates
An
own master.
up.
ideal
combination of
.6.00
get.
There may be other experiences in
All work guaranteed.
"I suppose you're right!" he said.
boraeic acid, glycerine, cart.—.-life more entitle than this one. but
"Have It yonr own way." It we. the
The. first Union flag %An unfurled I
bolic acid and lemon juice.
tied male tangible eoneession to the
willingly trade them all temon the lane of January, 1776, owe poriteily for
Cut this kupon out and being
stronger will.
that fire' gasp is the nom.
Lotter took his victory quietly.
Guaranteed to cure chopped
tele tamp at Ambridge. It lead sir and
kettle, you, it is worth 1$1.00.
that unfettered tread on the
"(loot'
!" be said. "Then it's all straight
thlebeen stripes of white sell tied end groltil
Each person is limited to case
hands, roughness of the skin,
d, welch the disrearged prisontailing?"
retained the Entelieh cross in one cor- er enjoys.---Su
coupon for each job of plate- clic
eress.
"Except for the natter of tbe—tbe reetc.
ner,
bridge work onlz. Until aftermuneration." Chileote hazarded the
ste
Apirl I, '07.
Leurned tady, V respect your Intel- I.
weed uneertiiinly.
Prepared sad sold by
Mnlidies which, fall to respond to '•twit attain
There was.e faint pause; then Loder
ments, but you.nampa't
any other treetmient Slintil4 be (retried • nk'so -hard of
laughed brusquely,. "MP pay 7- f
mime. berm. they
with silent contempt
Tbe other was embarrassed. "I. didn't
,,:.• not at !wane when yon call. •
want to put It quite like that."
"But that was what ynn thought.
Renumber that care killed a eat,
DENTIST,
hearing *nine rye talk you
Fourth mid Bruhn
Why are you never honest—even With
and the Man who basso nore.thila art; eurpri
illittb and Broadvree.
edd at the MU Eediflike I
riurseitr
4 nine Ives can't afford to worry.
(wear.
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NEW STATE 1107E1

(Daily Except Sunday.)
, Steamers Joe Fowler
and John S.
i Hiope
ll k andlns, leave
Evansway landinucall
gs at for
11 a. m.
1
I Special excursion rate now
in e;feet from Paducah to Evansv
ille and
return, $4.00. Elegant music
on the
boat. Tabl unsurpassed.

D. A. Bailer, Prof.

STEAMER MA( FOWLER

METROPOLIS, ILL.

Leaves Paducah for Cairo
and way
landings at h a, tn, sharpe, daily,
exc
.ept Sunday. Special exeurs
lon rates
•
now in effect from Paducah
to Cairo
lignts. The only ceni rally loco./ and return, with or witnout meals
and room. Good music and table
nnhotel in the city.
surpassed .
Csomarcia1 !emu* ialied.-•
For further information apply
to
S A Fowler General Pass.
—
Agent, or
Given
yowler, City Pa. Agent. at
Most of us mild be more sympathetie with the worths- women if she Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. office,
Both phone - No. 33,
weren't so wordy.
Newest and best hotel in the
at)
Retell $2.00.
Two large 'amp)
rooms.
Bath rooms.
&leer'

DRAUGHON
./a4/
444,

i

Worms

Uut Prices in Dental Work Until
April lst.

LEMON
1
LOTION

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Cirlauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds

TEL EPtIONF 499

of bitailkag.
.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Incorp,

,4

House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122424 N.Fourth St.

Phones 7/57

•,TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices-double offices especially adapted fbr dentists.

American -German National Bank
227 troadway

Aloomommol000p

10 TO 15 PER CENT ADVANCE

ON ALL GAS STOVES
After Present Stock is Sold

ALL STOVES IN STOCK
Will be sold at 1906 prices until
March 1st

BUY Now

Dr. King Brook6

McPherson's

..

_a

..

Oak Dale Hotel

•

,NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

_
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JAPANESE PEOPLE Talks on Eyes GUNS IN GUNRACK
By
NOT MONGOLIANS DR. M. STEI
WHEN CALL SOUNDS
NFELD
This Weatber You Need

It is used to be considered very
to a high Ackne and misdemeaPosition of the Government-In
nor to put spectacles on a child, but Sergeant Mairlu-Saya-Coud
in the days of this generation it has
San Francisco ease
pany D Wu Not Guilty
become sufficiently common to cause
little or no comment, though there
- President Makes Proposition That are many people still who oppose the Guns Were Clean and Ten Minutes
idea doggedly, and who would rathflereellinselet Retains some ConWould Have Been Required to
er :et their children suffer from their
trol of Schools.
Clean Them
eyes, either in the way of poor vision or in reflex disturbances than
to have their faces, as they believe,
QUESTIONS FOR THE COURT. disfigured by wearing glasses. For- BEFORE SENATE COMMI1T14.;.
tunately this class is steadily
diminishing and a broader view of the
namely to
Washington, D. C., Feb. 6.— In matter is being taken
"Every Lump Burris to Ashes."
Washington, Feb. 6.—Evetly man
supply glasses to children
if they
respOsase.:
s
41 direct cable from the
In cornpane D, Twenty-fifth infantry,
iticago Tribune to Mar- need 'them and let their necessities Ives present and answered to the roil
editor of
quis Siatonji, minister of foreign af- settle the case, cutting pride out al- sett a few minutes after the riot at
fairs at Tokio, the Japanese aovern- together.
Browneviltie Tex., and could not,
!tient instructed its embassy here.
therefore, have taken part in the
also by cable, to convey to the Amerishooting, axesrdi ng ,to
testimony
can people its disavowal of all incligiven at the opening hearing before
nation timpjrs! war with the l'nited
the senate committee today by Set-States and its belief that the differream Week Harris of that company
,
ences between the ta countries are
Sergeant Harris testified that %her,
and always have been susceptible of
the gun racks of his company were
pacitic treatment.
opened ail of the guns were found in
pktoe, which, he deviated, proved that
Washington, Feb. G.— President
none of the guns of that company
Itomsevett tbaa framed up two propocould have been used in the riot.
SitiOns relating to the exclusion of
When asked if It was not possible for
Javanese elsikiren from the Putdio
the soldiers to have cleaned the guns
echoo.e of Sea Premier° on which he
while they were returning from paintends to have the United States
troltLing the town, the witness said it
supreme court pass. He has his eonwas not because of the length of
tentione outlined in the suit welreadY
time required to e:eran one of She
brought under instructions from the
new Springfield rifles.
Incorporatud
depa.rtmetst of justice in San FranIn reply to questions he said: "On
cisco and wild tarry them derough all
that night we had eurne disturbances
intervening tribunals to the court of
The belief by ordinary people, and —some shooting, I mean. I was asleep
last resort.
even of many physicians, that the use in D barracks and at about 12 o'clock
The propositiorsi are these:
of glasses should be avoided. because I was amused by the noise of guns.
becomes
Y. That the federal government "one
dependent
upon I put on my trousers; and shoes, but
has a right to exercise such supervis- them," is still widespread and may no blouse or leggtrvi. Then there
ion over the public schools of a state be expected to be very slow in dying was the sound to arms and D corny gat dressed and we staebed for
tee is necessary to carry out tretaty out. This belief has for its foundastientia t tens_
tion the idea that Nature has made one
The witness then told of getting
2. That the Japanese are not Mon- all eyes right, with a few exceptions,
golians anal cannot he excluded from and that they should not be fooled the guns in the dark, after the racks
the publec :schools; on the same beefs with. The truth is tnata Nature has had been openeed. He described the
tried to make them all right but has racks and showed that there is but
as Chine te and other orientale.
Legal Experts Support Plan.
scored many failures or half failures. one key to a rack and that this key
unlock only one rack and that
The legal experts of the govern- In the end it will be understood that
between the staunch °Mears of the of 'heavy ice now commencing In
meet have carefully studied both the the eyes of the individual muets be the keys are in the possession of nonthe —I regret to Inform you that on my
Dick Fowler and some of the wharf- . Mississippi will continue for several
propositions; and believe there is suf- accepted as they are, not as they ecimmissioned officers.
Way home from the -saloon this evenboat loafers at the Cairo wharf,cblef days.
The witneee said that when the
ficient foundation for testing them in ought to be and then if they need
Ing I fell tato a paittical altercation
among whom is Captain William Mcthe courts. It is claimed that by do- glasses to compete in the struggle company formed oatelde Captain Lea
with Ct. Jouaa
Welker of this
Hale. Cairo is in Alexander county,
ons,
of
Company D. was Present and
nating them lands belonging to the for existence, the only thing will be
town in the course of which a sligat
Didn't Want Notoriety.
I
linois.
It is said that Abraham Linimmediately called the roll and perpublic domain for the estabitahment to supply them.
'The English
Winston Churchill misunderstanding arose, and I an
coin would go Into any county of
sonalty counted his men and that
of sehoole the federal authorities reRiver Stages.
spoke in London recently to a party very sorry to think that te the end
tain some degree of control over
44.3 0
fsib the state lectieneerIng except AlexI shot him. I should adOtlso tnat,
Eyes Examined Free none was absent. He said that no Cairo
of Journalists, saying it was astonpersons had joined the company after Chattanooga . e
three Institutions.
9.5 0.4 rise ander county, because every time he
carried away by the exciteniant of the
the, formation and, declared that no Cincinnati
( If the land were sold and the
31.4. 0.1 rise did so, toe sipe water gave him the ishing how keenly sensatIve to news- Moment I also scalped hide But
men could have fired from I) bar- Florence
equivalent converted into the general
10.2 1.6 fall grip -and .hits speaking voice failed. paper criticism the ordinary person earnestly hope that no exefgeratel
racks without having been detected. Joh neonville
treasury the right of limited AlperOptiCsi Headquarters St Paducah.
22.1 0.4 fall None of the Lincoln-Douglas debates was, and quoted what he said was a account of, this painful episisde wil
Mr. Flonaker asked tee witness to Louisville
vision would be eliminated The as.... 10.2 0.5 rise were held in Alexander county for letter received by an editor in toe appear in tee columns of yOr pa
609 Broadway.
show how a gun Is cleaned,.
sertion is made that the donor always
Mt. Carmel .,
11.0 1.2 fall while Douglas believed In "Squatter United States as follows: "Dear Sir per."—Argonaut.
"Can't that be dispensed with?" Nashville
retains to some extent control over
16.2 0.6 fall Sovereignty" he absolutely rebelled
his gift and this same rule applies WHAT MARJORIE SAW ABROAD. asked Senator Lodge.
Pittsburg
5.8 2.3 fall at the idea of "squatting" in Alex"Na, I want to chow how long it St. Louis
(By Mrs. David Gamble Murrell.)
to the government.
11.8
. fall ander county for the self-same reaw
son of the sipe water. ,
The author of this book of travel takes to clean a gun ete it will
MtanY .
32.6
44 the lower courts have rePass Mt. Vernon as,
peatedly held that the Japanese are is a Kentuckian. so the tale will have Inspection. How long dote it re- Paducah
•
Contrary to the attitude of Padu38.7 1.5 can
not. Mongolians. They are not classed a peculiar local interest. She tells of quire?" Mr. Foraker asked the witcah's board of public works, the vig111
NI
with the Chinese or other orientates the travels of Marjorie and her par- ness. Harris said it could not be
It looked good to see three big ilance committee of Cairo, Alexander
-w
4Z----The president is determined that ents to countries beyond the Atlantic done in lees than. ten mine tee and he packets at the wharfboat this morn- county, Illinois, allows as many telitileaWr
the supreme court shall pass upon where they see lots of Interesting thee went through the movements. ing. The Johrt Hopkins, City
of ephone poles to stand on the street
this specific proposition. Acoording and famous s.ghts---things the girl
Memphis and
Dick
Fowler were as the telegraph and telephone comto the thectry on white] the depart- had heard of but never expected to
The Limit of Life.
there receiving business. The river is panies will erect and a special tax
ment of justibe is proceeding the Ste see. Besides knowing how to tell a
The most eminent medical scien- falling at a good rate, the fall...for for pole climbers is older in
that
Francisco board, of education in con- pleasant story the book will be found tists are unanimous In the conclusion the last 24 hours being 1.5. Tne county than the poll tax. The climbstruing an act of the Oalifornia leg- to be a competent guide for those that the generally accepted limita- stage is 38.7.
ers are used in a little higher water
islature which prohibits Mongolian who contemplate a trip abroad.—, tion of human life is many years beNew coal docks are being built Tor than the ordinary sipe, for the citifrom attending the same public Courier-Journal Dec. 15, 1906.
low the attainment possible with the the West Kentucky Coal company to zens to hike up a pole. The poles are
sehools as white oliadren classified
Quite unlike the usual book, de- advanced knowledge of which the be placed where the old wharfboat also good for tying to by the steam•eriptive of foreign travel, is this race Is now possessed. The critical fa now. The old wharfboat will be boats that pass through Cairo.
the Japanese as Mongolians.
A
narrative. The family party of four period, that determines it duration, dismantled to the hull, where it .14, Cairo citizen took a trip to Paducah
s.
Endorsed by the County.
'visit many out-of-the way places not seems to be between 50 and 60; the and the hull will be floated down the at one time when the river was at
"The most popular remedy in usually found in the itinerary of the proper care of the body druing this river a short distance and beached. 46 feet. The first thing he saw
was a
Otsego County, and the best freind American tourist and the story is so decade cannot be too strongly
urged: It is a landmark of Paducah and of street sprinkler and the signt so
of my family," writes Wm. M. Dietz, Interestingly told
Marjorie, a carelessnas then being fatal to the old regime of river craft whose shocked him that he was carried to
by
editor and publisher of the Otsego young girl making her first trip, that longevity. Nature's beet helper after masters mostly have preceded it to Riverside hospital for treatment for
Journal, Gilbertsville, N. Y., "is Dr. one does not realize how much real 50 is Electric Bitters, the scientific dissolution. •
hydrophobia. The doctors explained
Kings New Discovery. It has proven information one has obtained. There tonic medicine that revitalizes every
Repartte over the relative situa- teat the effect on him was the same
to be an infallible cure for coughs is nothing in the "gulde-book" style organ of the body. Guaranteed by tions in Padueah and Cairo in high as the effect on a horse who sees a
and colds,ilaking short work of the about it, yet many hints are given all druggists, GOc.
water grows faift and furiees at times train for the first time.
worst of them. We always keep a which would be of meter:al benefit
At 11 o'clock this morning, the
the et-Perienced traveler. The deHOTEL ARRIVALS.
UAW -M We'house. -1-belleve It .to
John Hopkins'asteamed of up the
Palmer—Oscar F. Barrett, Cincinbe Ow most valuable prescript-fon scriptions are accurate and good, and
Ohio river on the first trip in the
knows for Lung and Throat ditseas- not so long drawn out to be tiresome nati: J. Cohen, New York; A, R.
Evansville trade in 35 days.
es" GuarteetT to new disappoint It staillel he a good form of supple Egan, 'Louisville; P. Burnett, Ma-SThe Buttorff came in this morning
This is thc "busiest end?! of a Buck's steel
the taker, by all druggists.
from Clarksville and got away for
Price mentary reading to the youth of our nell; A. E. Darrah, Union City, Tenrange.
schools, the language being simple nessee; J. M. Robbins, Jackson, Ten50c aid $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Nashville in a few hours.
and easily understood --New
The City of Mempnia haa been reYork nessee; F W. Allen, Nashville; B.
The amount of heat to be 'gotten from a shovelWeeks, Memphis: H. B. Poisferfer,
"I would have you nnderstand. Times, Jan. 12, 1907,
ceiving freight all day at the wharf
ful
of
coal depends upon how thoroughly it burns—
The above criticism of Mrs. D. G. St. Louis; A. E. Peal, St. Louis; Mrs.
sir," said tne slender young man
for a trip up the Tennessee river.
how complete the combustion is. The thoroughwith the shiny coat collar "that the Murrell's new book will especially in- U. 13. McLaughlin, Covington; W. A.
The Inverness left today for the
terest Paducah people. It is one of Wooters, New York; R. L. Dopler/intrue poet is born."
•
Cumberland river after ties.
ness of the combustion depends upon the amount of
"Well, what of it." asked the the late additions to the Carnegie li- cinnati; W. L. Reed, Evaneville; E.
After laying in a stock
of hip
BOXES
IN
distribut
ion of the air admitted at the bottom of .t.hc
P. Pollard Chicago; F. H. Shaughheartless editor. "Do you want to run brary shelves.
boote for the musters to wear on tne
burning fuel.
neesey, Eddy•ille: H. T. Grizzard,
bank at Cairo. Alexander connty,•11a birth noticer•--Milwatikee SentiThere are no prizes to those who Clarksville, Tenn.
linois, the Dick Fowler left
nel.
10c TO $1.130.
thk
Buck's concave grates admit a larger amount of
Belvedere—R. M. Mounce. Brookalways are prudent.
morning at 8 o'clock for that bend
air—and
evenly distribute it over the increased
port,
ill.;
.J.
silence
In the river.
But
isn't necessarily golHall, Chicago; 5. C.
We hale ins( received a shipden; a talker may have something to
The Reaper passed tip this mornIle who kills time Is a thief as McReynolds, St. Louis; Goy Brooks,
burning surface of the fuel.
litransvire; if. Hoayg, Nashville;
ing from the Misaissippl river on the
say.
well as a murderer.
meat of the very latent things
And in order that the combustion may be even
Thad Griffin. ,Lynchburg, Va.: Abe
way to the Gamy- dile mines. The
Reeser. Evansville; A'. T. DeShong.
more thorough, heated air Is drawn through the
Sprague passed down yesterday afIn fancy stationery in bonds,
Minneapolis; H. H. Sights, Hopkinsternoon and the J. B. Williams passducts
in the fire-back, and ends, thus making the
and linen papers priced, in
villa.
'd doWn early this morning for lowfirebox
practically a hot blast construction.
New Richmond—N. M.Ilitoore.Koter river points. The Williams had 40
boxes, from ler to 1$1.50.
taws; B. F. Flowen, Woodville-; Joe
pieces.
For these reasons, and others, Buck's ranges
By Mrs. A. A.liElnisley.
Holland, Linton; Smith
Utterback,
Official Forecasts.
burn all the coal, and reduce fuel bills to a minirm.
Retiokport, Ill.; J. F. Walker,. RivThe Ohio at Evansville will proberton, Ala.; O. E. Vaughn, Benton:
ably
For these reasons'and others, you should have
rise
slightly during the next 24
On account of bng forced to move from my present 'martJ. 8 Stetter, Cincinnati; W. H.Viets,
to 36 hours. At Mt. Vernon will conosse of three splendid ranges in your kitchen.
eye, 314 Broadway, White & Mirk's, I will close out my entke
IA Center; L.. P. Lack, Keen; R. J.
tinue falling during the next 12 to
Jets, Lamont; C. L. Sandifer, Genest/Jck of millinery, millinery' notions, fancy goods, etc.,-within
Our inducements are espetially attractive just
24 hours, At Paducah and Cairo will
va; H. B. Turner, Jackson, Tann.,
the next thirty days at great sacrifices. Sale commences Feb. 4.
continue falling, And at an. increasnow.
Let us tell you aboat them ---today.
Otho C,arteright, Nashville; Bobbie
4th and Broadway
ing rate.
COst prime no consideration. New location will be annouaood
,Steele and wife, Kuttawa: u. EganThe Tennessee
;AILS-Ilea
jtXL
,-11roklytthr--• —
Rtfiart
—on. -la -Ott
nerni
Ageot for original Allogrettl
TohnSoriville will eontrnence falling
The heartless are spiritually home, tonight.
Candle/
less.
1
The Mississippi front beloyrStLouls
S
One touch of the locuorotia makes
1I to Cairo and the Webash, et MeCarthe whole world grin.
will Continue falling. The run
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OD COAL

TRADEWATER OR PITTSBURfi

Lump 15c Per Bu.

Nut 14c Per Bu.

Good service and prompt delivery.
Office and Elevator Second and Ohio Sts.

Both Phones 254

West Kentucky Coal Co.
C. M. Riker, Manager.

P. S.--It's a pleasure to have cold weather when you can get the comforts from
OUR COAL. So be comfortable; CALL US UP and you will be one of the many
that don't mind the weather.
W. K. C, Co.

Steinfeld Optical Co.

These concave grates mean
a saving of doilaTs to you

Fancy
Stationery

REMOVAL SALE

GILBERT'S
Drug Stores

MRS
.
- A. A BAL,SLEY.

1

